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1.1 Background

Riverfront lands in the Capital’s Core Area run adjacent to 
urban neighbourhoods and key federal government land-
marks. They are an important part of Downtown Gatineau’s 
green infrastructure, providing wide open spaces that can 
accommodate large public gatherings. A number of region-
al actors therefore have varied interests in these lands. It is 
therefore important to ensure proper coordination of how 
these riverfront areas are used.

The NCC’s planning mandate is established under the 
National Capital Act, which confers upon the NCC sole 
responsibility for planning, developing and improving the 
Capital and, more specifically, federal lands. Capital Core 
Area riverfront lands are largely federal property, as shown 
in Map 1.2.3. The vast majority of these lands are part of the 
National Interest Land Mass (NILM), which consists of land 
that has been identified as key to the NCC’s mandate.

1.2 Plan objective and scope

The objective of the Ottawa River North Shore Parklands 
Plan is to identify land uses and establish guidelines for 
improving federal lands in the study area. 

The plan is meant to guide development projects and ac-
tivities on federal lands. The plan will also serve as a deci-
sion-making tool for federal approvals regarding land use, 
design and real estate transactions. 

1.3 Study area

The plan area includes federal lands running along the pe-
riphery of Hull Island between the Ottawa River and Laurier 
Street. It also includes private properties that are in the pro-
cess of being purchased. The plan also covers the federal 
lands along Brewery Creek. These lands encompass:

• Jacques-Cartier Park North and South 

• the convent and surrounding areas 

Introduction
"Getting to know the riverfront"1
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1.6 Main strengths and challenges, urban 
diagnostics

(Complete text to come)

Summary of opportunitieS and ConStraintS 

Symbolic DimenSion 
• The Ottawa River shorelines are a key component of a 

highly symbolic area of the Capital. As such, given the 
desire to increase the level of activity of the Capital river-
front, it is essential to achieve a degree of balance in pro-
viding new opportunities without diluting the symbolic 
primacy of the Parliamentary Precinct, namely in regard 
to the types of activities as well as the image and values 
these activities will project.

connection to the Urban Fabric

• Landscape treatments that are intended to delineate 
park boundaries can have the effect of cutting the park 
off from the adjacent neighbourhoods, and preventing 
these green spaces from being fully integrated into the 
urban fabric. Also, Confederation Boulevard is in essence 
isolated from the riverfront.

• The ongoing urban intensification of nearby mixed use 
areas is helping the riverfront parks evolve into areas of 
more sustained activity.

• Improved permeability with the adjacent urban fabric 
(without losing sight of their Capital functions) would 
greatly assist in increasing riverfront park use when no 
events are being hosted.

achieving a balance between levelS oF activity anD Site carrying 
capacitieS

• It is very difficult to attract visitors to large parks with 
wide-open spaces, as there is little of interest between 
programmed event periods.

• Organized events requiring controlled access necessarily 
results in reduced public access at times. A balance must 
be achieved in this regard.

• Riverfront lands and shorelines provide excellent oppor-
tunities for passive recreation and activities of a contem-
plative nature. The intent to provide increased levels of 
activity in certain locations must take this into account. 

• The intent to  increase offer of programmed activities in 
the Core Area of the Capital is limited by carrying ca-
pacity considerations, specifically  surface degradation 
of certain sites as a result of too many events in close 
succession. If the number of events were to be increased, 
it would be advisable to consider new venues.

• Canadian Museum of History grounds between the build-
ing and the river 

• areas around Kruger plant, all the way to the Portage 
Bridge 

• riverfront lands between the Portage and Chaudière 
bridges

• the combined area of Portageurs Park, Taché-Montcalm 
Park and the Wright-Scott House

• lands located between Brewery Creek and Montcalm 
Street (between Wright Street and 135 Montcalm)

• lands along Brewery Creek between the Hwy 5/50 and 
Fournier Boulevard bridges

The plan also outlines the Corporation’s wishes regarding 
the development or use of certain adjacent non-federal 
lands that are of interest for the purpose of achieving this 
plan’s objectives. Suggested points of consideration are 
provided and could be discussed in greater depth with 
property owners and the City, with a view to potentially 
establishing partnerships. 

• Riverfront lands that are part of the riverbed

• The natural area adjacent to the west end of Portageurs 
Park (Hydro-Québec)

• The Hydro-Ottawa plot adjacent to Trou du Diable (Devil’s 
Hole) falls

• Kruger plant fenced-in areas

1.4 Historical and planning background

(text to come)

1.5 Planning framework

The Ottawa River North Shore Parklands Plan presents 
general and detailed policies governing the development 
and use of federal lands around Hull Island. These lands are 
within the Core Area of the Capital, as identified by the NCC 
planning framework. This plan therefore falls under Cana-
da’s Capital Core Area Sector Plan (NCC 2005) and the Plan 
for Canada’s Capital 2017–2067.

The development proposals contained in this plan also 
reflect the Corporation’s strategic directions as well as its 
general policies on land use, design guidelines and man-
agement.
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• The addition of hard surfaces can offset damages that 
come with the installation of stage facilities, but can also 
have an impact on the green and natural character of a 
park. 

continUoUS pUblic acceSS to the riverFront 
• The development of the Domtar properties provides the 

opportunity to reclaim and make publicly accessible the 
final section of shoreline remaining under private owner-
ship.

• The closure of the access way between the Kruger plant 
and Eddy Street, as part of the Windmill urban develop-
ment project, could open the door to the rehabilitation of 
the area east of Portage Bridge, providing access to Scott 
Point.

• The Windmill redevelopment plan does not include a riv-
erfront connection between the Domtar properties and 
Portageurs Park. However, appropriate measures should 
be undertaken to secure this potential link in due course.

• The northern end of Île-de-Hull remains the last missing 
link in the effort to provide a full circuit of the island as 
part of the Capital pathways network. However, this area 
includes environmentally sensitive sites.

1.7 Plan development process

(to be completed)

The plan was developed in three main phases:

Phase 1 – Analysis and Research

Phase 2 – Vision and General Policies 

Phase 3 –Plan

At each stage of its development, the plan went through an 
extensive consultation process involving regional organiza-
tions as well as the public. 

 

• Jacques-Cartier Park North could serve as a new venue, 
but its’ potential for hosting large-scale events is some-
what limited by location and access issues, and lack of 
infrastructure.  

• The ability to use certain sites may be limited by contam-
ination issues, which increase project costs. New activity 
sites may be brought on stream progressively, taking into 
consideration the stakeholders’ ability to pay. 

• Few existing parks include a ‘by-pass’ alternative path-
way that can be used when a recreational pathway is 
closed during an event.

• The presence of Canada Geese is an obstacle to the devel-
opment and use of expansive lawn areas. Various deter-
rent methods are at the experimental stage. 

interacting with the river 
• Creating a more lively and dynamic Capital will entail, 

among others, increased interaction with the River via 
recreation and leisure activities. However, this must be 
achieved in keeping with the objective of protecting the 
shoreline and riverfront natural features.

• The study area presently has no launching point for 
non-motorized watercraft, and the only existing parking 
lots that could serve this purpose are located in environ-
mentally sensitive areas.

• Many of the shoreline areas located close to existing 
parking lots offering a smooth slope down to the water’s 
edge, which is ideal for water access and riverfront activi-
ties requiring the use of equipment.

• The current installations surrounding the Hull Marina 
present little appeal for the development of an activity 
node, as they appear to convey the sense of a semi-pri-
vate facility.

• The noise generated by the Alexandra Bridge steel deck 
has a hindering effect on the potential addition of new 
uses in the area encompassing the wharf, marina and 
lower section of Jacques-Cartier Park South.

viSUal QUality

• Any view improvements toward the river and Ottawa 
must be undertaken in consideration of the need to pre-
serve vegetative cover and landscape quality visible from 
the Ottawa side.

• Managing invasive species can prove to be a complex 
undertaking, especially when it comprises the major part 
of the existing shoreline vegetation.

• Parks require adequate lighting for nighttime use. Any 
lighting improvements must consider potential impacts 
on visual harmony and continuity, as seen from the Otta-
wa side.
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2.1 Underlying premises 

This plan follows a few basic premises derived from the Plan 
for Canada’s Capital 2017–2067, the Capital Core Area Sec-
tor Plan (2005) and NCC strategic directions. These basic 
premises are that riverfront lands should:

• be for Canadians and remain in the public domain;

• be developed in such a way as to reflect the significance 
of their location within the nation’s capital;

• be maintained as parks; and

• provide access to waterways in the Capital Core Area.

2.2 Vision 

The vision of this plan is to make the north shore a 21th 
century waterfront destination park as part of the NCC’s 
revitalization of all the capital’s shoreline.

Riverfront areas are linked to the river and its ecosystem. As 
public lands, they provide access to the public asset that is 
the river. They offer scenic views of the Capital and provide 

opportunities for a variety of experiences. A balance must 
be struck between how these lands are used and the need 
to conserve and enhance their environmental, cultural and 
historical resources. For these reasons, the Ottawa River’s 
north shore should be:

A destination for people, in the core of a green capital

The public nature of the riverfront lands around Hull Island 
makes them communal places of great significance for 
Canadians and the Capital. The Ottawa River shoreline 
provides a natural environment in the core of the Capital’s 
urban setting. Riverfront areas provide natural habitats 
for a number of species, contributing to the health of the 
river’s ecosystem and water quality. In addition to provid-
ing enjoyment for residents and visitors alike, these areas 
represent the important place that nature holds in Canada. 

Riverfront lands not only preserve the natural features that 
serve important ecological functions, they will also consist 
of parks where people can go for a variety of recreational 
activities and cultural experiences. They will be places 

Vision and Concept
“Imagining the riverfront”2



Cadre 
à venir

2.1
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Role 1: offeR a wide Range of 
expeRiences 
The north shore of the Ottawa River attracts a great deal 
of interest for a variety of reasons.  More and more people 
want to take full advantage of riverfront areas and discover 
the beauty and features of the Capital.  Desired uses for the 
various parks and public spaces need to be determined so 
they can effectively coexist.

The riverfront lands are predominantly public open spaces 
frequented by large numbers of people.  The proposed di-
versity of recreational opportunities distributed throughout 
activity sites all along the shoreline makes the river more 
accessible while also providing a variety of experiences and 
landscapes capable of satisfying a wider audience. 

These spaces are conducive to social interaction, cultural 
exchange and large gatherings.  They are also an oasis of 
greenery in the Capital Core Area and provide public places 
where waterways can be accessed. For some residents, 
they also provide green spaces close to home.  These sites 
should be welcoming not only for everyday use but also for 
festivals.

objectiveS

1. Offer a wide variety of high quality experiences by 
developing some riverfront lands as tranquil spaces 
and others as more active, vibrant areas, to provide a 
variety of activity levels and landscapes.

2. Maximise the potential of each individual site for creat-
ing experiences 

3. Make places more attractive by adding permanent or 
temporary amenities to provide more recreational op-
portunities and enhance the riverside park experience. 

4. Provide year-round recreational opportunities.

5. Provide a variety of opportunities for direct contact 
with waterways.

6. Make sites vibrant and attractive by increasing the 
number of inviting spaces around points of interest.

where residents and visitors alike can gather, celebrate, 
contemplate, relax, have fun and reminisce. Quality im-
provements and environmentally friendly recreational 
opportunities will enhance the user experience. Residents 
and visitors will find these areas very inviting, as they will 
be drawn to the Capital Core’s waterways and scenery and 
will appreciate the tranquillity of its natural spaces.

Riverfront areas are where Capital landmarks meet the 
vibrant urban life of Hull Island. Efforts to bring riverfront 
properties back into the public domain and incorporate 
them into the urban park system will continue to be made, 
to provide further exploration opportunities. On these 
lands, people will be able to enjoy and experience the Cap-
ital region’s natural and cultural heritage. These lands will 
also be places of living memory, telling the region’s story 
and bearing witness to Indigenous uses and past activities 
that supported the Capital region’s development. 

2.3 Riverfront roles and objectives 

Riverfront lands in the Capital Core Area play various 
roles. They are basically parks consisting largely of natural 
spaces, which mean special precautions must be taken to 
protect them. Accessible areas of the Ottawa River’s north 
shore are also uniquely located and play the primary role of 
providing recreational areas where people can engage in 
varying levels of activity depending on the site. 

Through the vision outlined above, the riverfront areas will 
be able to fulfill their four main roles. Different objectives 
are identified for each role, and the proposals made in this 
plan are designed to meet those objectives. General poli-
cies are also presented in Chapter 3 to further support the 
achievement of each role’s objectives.

1

2

3

4 Enhance the natural environment

Showcase the symbolism of the Capital

Offer a wide range of experiences

Provide access to the river 

4 Roles



Role 2: pRovide access to wateRways

One of the main drivers of this plan is the desire to provide 
better access to the river and waterways in the Capital Core 
Area.  This is not possible unless access to riverfront lands 
is clear, easy and inviting.  Although most of the lands are 
public property, some of them are still difficult to access.  
The quality of the connections between the urban fabric 
and parks is important, and users must be directed and be 
able to get to riverfront areas. 

objectiveS

1. Take advantage of opportunities to increase river ac-
cess from sites that are not currently accessible to the 
public.

2. Facilitate the discovery of waterways through the main-
tenance and use of a continuous riverfront corridor. 

3. Improve permeability and provide clearer access points 
to riverside parks from the urban fabric.

4. Stress the importance of riverfront lands as areas of 
enjoyment for the public and keep only the parking 
spaces that are required for recreational activities in 
the parks.

Role 3: showcase the symbolism and 
pictuResque featuRes of the capital

Having riverfront lands in the Capital Core Area plays a 
symbolic role in many respects.  The best place to enjoy 
the Capital’s central landscape, formed by the river and 
the Capital’s numerous landmarks, is from the riverfront.  
First and foremost, this is where the iconic buildings of the 
Government of Canada overlook the Ottawa River.  Another 
prominent feature of the riverfront is the natural setting 
surrounding these buildings.  The north shore is also the 
landscape that is seen from the Ottawa Shore, forming part 
of the iconic imagery of the Outaouais.  

These riverfront lands are steeped in history and also tell 
the story of how the First Nations people lived.  With its 
gentler slope and better location with respect to the direc-
tion of the river current, we can see the role that the north 
shore played for voyageurs of the past who navigated the 
river.  We can imagine the industrial past that was made 
possible by the energy potential of the river and the falls.  A 
few buildings still illustrate the presence of industry, which 
was the area’s main activity in the not-so-distant past.  

There are a host of riverfront landscapes.  They tell the his-
tory of the region and offer spectacular views of symbolic 

elements of the Capital and the natural setting of the river.

objectiveS

1. Ensure the quality of improvements made to the areas 
around the bridge approaches, to enhance their aes-
thetics and make these high-traffic areas stand out. 

2. Develop and enhance scenic views of the Capital’s 
natural and built features of interest.

3. Use interpretative and commemorative elements to 
adorn sites and tell their history. 

4. Manage and promote archaeological and heritage 
resources, and expand and convey the knowledge 
derived from them.

5. Choose an improvement design that is of a suitable 
quality to properly reflect a seat of government. 

Role 4: enhance the natuRal 
enviRonment

The parks’ natural features (including urban woodlands, 
riparian areas, landscaping, wetlands and aquatic envi-
ronments, individual trees, etc.) are an integral part of the 
Ottawa River’s vast ecosystem, extending beyond Canada’s 
national capital region.  They provide natural habitats for 
numerous species, including species at risk.

The environment must also be protected so that these natu-
ral features can continue to serve their ecological functions. 
These functions include the supply of fresh water, regula-
tion of air quality and the climate, prevention of extreme 
events, biological and erosion control, pollination, water 
quality and treatment, soil creation, habitats for biodiversi-
ty and regulation of disease and pests.

Natural features also contribute to a tangible and intangible 
collective richness.  Cultural services, such as recreation 
and tourism, and services of aesthetic, educational and 
cultural value are important for a community.

objectiveS

1. Improve the quality of the Capital’s defining natural 
landscapes. 

2. Protect natural features as collective resources that 
serve ecological functions.

3. Protect biodiversity by restoring natural habitats and 
shorelines.

4. Inform the public about the value and importance of 
natural features and the ecological functions served 
by the environment.
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2.4 Description of the planning concept 

Riverfront lands will be used to create a series 
of distinct but interconnected public spaces 
that will benefit from the Capital’s natural 

environment and landscapes along the river.

Riverfront lands will form a continuity of parks and public 
spaces offering a number of activity areas, each with their 
own personality. Different sites will be developed for differ-
ent activity levels, so each site will have its own particular 
feel. Riverfront lands will contribute greatly to the quality of 
the Capital Core Area landscape and aesthetics. 

The planning concept is based on the four roles that riv-
erfront lands play in the Capital Core Area. The concept is 
broken down into five components, which are closely tied 
to those four roles.

Component 1 – Strengthen the preSenCe of 
nature in the Capital Core area 
(enhanCe the natural environment)

The main feature of riverside parks 
and a defining characteristic of the 
Capital is the natural landscape, which 
can be enjoyed from both sides of the 
river. The amount of vegetation will be 
increased in areas that detract from 
the visual quality of the landscape, 
particularly those areas across from 
Parliament Hill. Riverfront activity sites 
will be distributed in such a way as to 
benefit from the surrounding natural 
landscape without encroaching on 
sensitive natural habitats. The riparian 
strip will be enhanced to contribute to 
the ecological network extending be-
yond the Capital region, and of which 
the north shore lands are an integral 
part.. This is also an opportunity to 
interpret the natural features and the 
benefits they offer to the environment 
we live in.

2.4.1



2.4.2

2.4.3

Component 2 – Create a CirCuit around the 
Central baSin of the Capital Core area 
(ShowCaSe the SymboliSm of the Capital)

Public parks form a circuit around the 
Capital Core’s central river basin. This 
circuit complements Confederation 
Boulevard. It provides opportunities 
for direct contact with the river and 
the defining natural and built features 
that characterize the Capital. Develop-
ments and land uses will be sensitive 
to the sense of place and will help 
maintain and improve the quality of 
this circuit, which offers spectacular 
panoramic views.

Component 3 – inCreaSe permeability – river 
aCCeSS (provide aCCeSS to the river)

Riverside parks will reconnect ur-
ban neighbourhoods with the river 
through enhanced pedestrian and 
cycling networks. The river will be ac-
cessible from a larger number of sites, 
and access from Laurier Street will be 
more permeable. The riverfront circuit 
will also connect to existing cultural, 
tourist and recreational trails in down-
town Gatineau and Ottawa.
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2.4.4

2.4.5

Component 4 – provide a riverfront 
experienCe 
(offer a wide range of experienCeS)

In addition to the central waterfront 
corridor, the network of pathways will 
provide connectivity between sites. 
Secondary loops will be developed to 
expand the riverfront experience and 
diversify opportunities for contact 
with the water. These loops extend to 
the Macdonald-Cartier and Chaudière 
bridges. They also run the full length 
of Brewery Creek, providing a com-
plete circuit around Hull Island. A vari-
ety of options for interacting with the 
different sections of waterway will be 
offered, ranging from quiet reflection 
to nautical activities, depending on 
the natural assets and characteristics 
of the waterways. 

Component 5 – offer plaCeS and deStinationS 
(offer a wide range of experienCeS)

The riverfront corridor links a number 
of public parks that are spread out 
in a balanced fashion and that offer 
users a variety of experiences. More 
vibrant activity areas are located in 
Jacques-Cartier Park North and South, 
the Canadian Museum of History and 
along Montcalm Street. Other river-
front spaces provide relaxation areas, 
with an emphasis on the landscape, 
greenery and tranquil interaction 
with the waterways. These spaces are 
typically for spontaneous, everyday 
use. Their facilities are generally more 
basic. The public parks’ appeal is 
enhanced by the introduction of new 
recreational amenities for users at the 
more vibrant sites.
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The vision and concept take shape on these riverfront 
lands by ensuring cohesiveness between the parks’ various 
functions and the broad range of experiences sought by 
different users. 

The following maps illustrate the desired future conditions 
for the riverfront lands. The maps provide implementation 
possibilities for the lands’ various projected functions and 
the boundaries within which these functions can take place 
without interfering with other features. These maps act as 
closely linked, interdependent systems. Each one takes into 
account the content of the others. Their purpose is to de-
fine the logistical and conceptual planning considerations 
that need to be respected in the sites’ future development.

These systems will help ensure that each role played by 
the riverfront lands can be incorporated in a balanced way, 
so the long-term objectives for this area can be achieved. 
Although the sites are complementary to one another, each 
site is also unique, with its own distinctive features. 

The development proposals specific to each site, as de-
scribed in Chapter 4, are based on the information provid-
ed by these maps.

Key Planning Features
“Guiding enhancement on the riverfront lands”3
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3.1 Natural environment

Riverfront lands and shoreline vege-
tation contribute to the quality of the 
Ottawa River ecosystem. They support 
biodiversity by serving a number of 
ecological functions and providing 
natural habitats to numerous species, 
including species at risk. Natural 
features must be protected and the 
condition and coverage of natural 
shoreline features must be improved.

3.1.1 proteCting the environment 
and natural featureS

The environment must be protected 
so that natural features can continue 
to serve their ecological functions. The 
functions provided by natural park 
features (including urban woodlands, 
riparian areas, landscaping, wetlands 
and aquatic environments, individual 
trees, etc.) include the supply of fresh 
water, regulation of air quality and the 
climate, prevention of extreme events, 
biological and erosion control, pollina-
tion, water quality and treatment, soil 
creation, habitats for biodiversity and 
the regulation of disease and pests. 

Natural features also contribute to a 
tangible and intangible richness that 

supports recreation, tourism, education and the aesthetics of our public places.

lanD, riparian anD aQUatic natUral habitatS

These policies apply particularly to: 

 � species at risk and their existing and potential habitats;

 � wildlife (and plant) corridors and landscape connectivity; and 

 � invasive species.

• Protect fish habitat.

• Ensure the maintenance of a riparian strip.

• Protect existing and potential habitats of plant and animal species at risk. 

• Implement actions stemming from recovery plans for species at risk listed by 
the federal and provincial governments.

• Protect critical habitats listed under the federal or provincial Species at Risk 
Act.

• Provide public access to the water in accordance with policies, regulations and 
acts.

• Allow developments that comply with the Quebec Protection Policy for Lake-
shores, Riverbanks, Littoral Zones and Floodplains.

• Identify and maintain ecological conservation areas that provide landscape 
connectivity (i.e. stepping stones, see Appendix 1).

• Recognize the importance of urban woodlands and meadows for migratory 
bird nesting, butterflies and insects.

• Identify and maintain natural meadows. 

• Allow grass and brush to be cut on dates that do not interfere with bird nesting 
periods or migration periods for birds as well as insects.

• Develop wildlife corridors to promote connectivity between land environ-
ments, wetlands and the river. 

• Control invasive plants in the riparian strip, natural environments, conserva-
tion areas and potential habitats for species at risk.

• Encourage nighttime lighting that is respectful of animal species and create 
shaded areas.

• Implement measures to prevent the spread of aquatic invasive species around 
boat launches.

• Integrate a boat washing station into boat launches.

• Establish a buffer zone between particular natural habitats and activity sites.

f
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ForeSt cover 

These policies apply particularly to: 

 � protected or natural environments;

 � woodlands of significance;

 � special trees; and

 � street trees.

• Conserve and enhance the urban forest cover.

• Link riverfront areas to wooded and natural areas in 
Gatineau.

• Conserve and protect special trees (DBH of 50 cm or 
more) and heritage trees.

• Identify special trees, recognize them and provide inter-
pretation for them.

• Ensure the presence and good health of street trees. 

• Protect woodlands of interest by reducing invasive 
plants, allowing three layers of vegetation, ensuring a 
succession of native species and reducing the number of 
informal pathways.

• Regulate temporary facilities, events and activities as well 
as maintenance programs so as to protect trees and their 
root systems. 

• Prohibit any installations or vehicle traffic on tree root 
zones, which extend two metres beyond the crown of the 
tree. 

• Protect trees during any type of work requiring a building 
permit, and install a protective perimeter around trees.

• Perform tree maintenance consisting of at least pruning 
for safety purposes on a five-year cycle.

• Apply replacement ratios or implement compensation 
measures for felled trees in proportion to their ecological 
(ecosystemic), landscape or symbolic value.

• Plant non-invasive, native species.

water QUality anD eroSion management 

These policies apply particularly to:  

 � the riparian strip;

 � stormwater;

 � the flood plain; and

 � contaminated sites.

• Reduce shoreline erosion by controlling and slowing 
down stormwater runoff.

• Manage shoreline forest cover to reduce erosion caused 
by sediment detachment.

• Abide by environmental standards during construction 
work aimed at reducing sedimentation in the river.

• Ensure the presence of bioretention basins at storm sew-
er outlets so water can be retained and filtered.

• Preserve the quality of riparian strips and wetlands 
during land modifications that could affect park surface 
drainage.

• Manage runoff from new developments so as not to add 
to the amount of discharged water.

• Create parking lots with porous surfaces (design park-
ing lots to reduce the heat island effect – BNQ 3019-190 
Guidelines).

• Secure contaminated sites to protect human health and 
ensure good water quality for wildlife and plants.

• Manage the presence of Canada geese flocks by modi-
fying the habitat and adapting vegetation maintenance 
programs.

• Stay abreast of best practices in Canada goose popula-
tion control.

• Encourage boat speed limits to reduce wakes and shore-
line erosion.

• Pursue a program to monitor the physical condition of 
shores, and implement a shoreline stabilization program.

3.1.2 reStoring the natural environment

Restoring the natural environment also helps protect urban 
biodiversity by contributing to the maintenance and en-
hancement of natural habitats. 

Restoring the natural environment is a key aspect of adapt-
ing to climate change in the short, medium and long term. 
It is possible to prevent erosion due to flooding by protect-
ing riparian strips. Through reforestation and by protecting 
the urban canopy, we can improve human health during 
more frequent and more intense heat waves and reduce the 
heat island effect.  

riparian Strip anD FlooD plain

These policies apply particularly to:  

 � the riparian strip;

 � the riverbank;

 � littoral zones; and

 � the flood plain.

• Maximise the presence of vegetation on the shore, com-
prised of a 15-metre buffer zone from the natural high 
water line, and limit development so that the riparian 
area can effectively serve its ecological role.. 

• Allow native vegetation to re-establish itself along the 
shoreline by actively managing invasive plants.
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• Re-green using native species that support natural living 
environments. 

• Protect and create new fish habitats. 

• Protect existing aquatic grass beds and support initia-
tives designed to increase their area.

• Adopt a shoreline restoration and naturalization plan in 
places where changing water levels and the current are 
not strong enough to cause erosion.

• Require project plans to show the interrelationship be-
tween new developments and natural shoreline features 
with a view to protecting them and improving their 
condition.

• Expand natural habitats in the riparian strip. 

• Improve regional connectivity of natural elements.

• Where possible, replace artificial shores with natural 
shores and prioritize sustainable and ecological manage-
ment of riparian environments.

• Where possible, transform hard-egineered sites into 
green infrastructures to contribute to the quality of the 
living environments and more sustainable land manage-
ment.

• Manage erosion using modern bioengineering tech-
niques.

• Create bio-pools to reintegrate natural environments into 
developed areas.

• Where possible, limit and replace grassy areas in the 
riparian strip.

 wooDlanDS oF SigniFicance anD natUral environmentS

• Target tree canopy coverage of at least 75% in conserva-
tion areas, 25% in activity areas and at least 50% in the 
riparian strip. 

• Identify replacement planting areas to preserve the 
landscapes and appropriate tree canopy coverage for the 
area.

• Reduce heat islands with no forest cover by planting trees 
on riverfront lands. 

• Incorporate different plant layers when developing park-
ing lots.

• Plant native tree species.

3.1.3  eduCation and awareneSS 

Inform the public that natural capital is of critical impor-
tance. This will help not only protect it but also educate 
people about the ecological functions played by these 
environments. 

• Provide interpretation of the environmental features 
that show the variety of existing species, the quality of 
the water, special characteristics of the sector, and the 
ecological functions served by natural and riverfront 
environments.

• Provide discovery pathways, green walkways where 
visitors can ponder the developed, natural, riverfront and 
aquatic environments.

• Encourage the creation of an urban nature interpretive 
centre.

• Develop interpretive areas that highlight the importance 
and characteristics of urban natural environments, and 
riverfront and aquatic environments.

• Encourage and enhance contact with nature.

• Promote quality management of riverfront areas and 
exemplary management practices.

• Develop nature interpretation stations. 

• Use the stations to raise public awareness about the 
environment, ecological functions and our role in these 
ecosystems.

3.1.4 energy effiCienCy and SuStainable Site management 

Management of these riverfront lands is part of the gov-
ernment’s effort to support sustainable development and 
reduce the adverse environmental impacts of activities 
conducted on its properties.

• Plan, design and build federal facilities in accordance 
with the Federal Sustainable Development Strategy.

• Ensure that proposed design solutions are reliable over 
the long term and can be economically maintained.

• Design building architecture in a way that reduces bird 
collisions.

• Reduce water consumption in sanitary, cultural and rec-
reational facilities.

• Encourage the installation of solar panels for power con-
sumption in buildings and for park lighting.

• Encourage the installation of electric vehicle charging 
stations for the public and maintenance contractors.

• Encourage reduced energy consumption during activities 
held on NCC lands.

• Encourage responsible waste management during activi-
ties held on NCC lands. 
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3.2 Sites of significance

The riverfront lands’ prime location 
demands uses and design that will 
showcase the Capital’s defining fea-
tures and prove fit for this prestigious 
setting. The character of the land-
scapes will reflect the important place 
that nature holds in Canada. Enhance-
ments must also highlight the defining 
landmarks of our identity, both current 
and historical.

3.2.1 deSign exCellenCe – 
refleCtion of the Capital 

The NCC promotes design excellence 
in the built environment and land-
scapes as a foundation for the ongoing 
beautification of the Capital. Good de-
sign instills pride and a sense of worth 
on a social, economic, environmental 
and symbolic level.

DeSign QUality

• Foster design that is of a suitable 
quality to properly reflect a seat of 
government.

• Prioritize design solutions that 
enhance the aesthetics of the land-
scape and showcase Capital land-
marks.

• For buildings and facilities, promote high-level architectural language that 
highlights the defining nature of the sites.

• Ensure that permanent and temporary signs and advertising do not interfere 
with the visual quality of the riverfront lands around Capital landmarks.

• Ensure that no commercial or advertising signs are visible in the scenic views 
toward national symbols and the iconic landscapes of the capital.

SenSe oF place

• Ensure that development designs take into account how the site and sur-
rounding lands are used.

• Encourage designs that incorporate the river component and that are attuned 
to the significance of the place.

• Use the sites’ history, inhabitants and successive uses to inform contemporary 
developments and designs.

• When designing furnishings, incorporate the places’ emerging themes while 
also ensuring intuitive, cohesive identification with the Capital.

• On lands related to key Capital landmarks, provide developments that show-
case their presence and reflect their significance and status. 

3.2.2 riverfront landSCapeS

The lands surrounding the river, as a whole, give the Capital Core Area a unique 
feel.  The region’s ubiquitous vegetation, even in the Capital Core Area, is an 
indicator of the important place it holds.

• Ensure that site improvements contribute to the maintenance and enhance-
ment of the Ottawa River’s cultural landscape. 

• Maintain a consistent approach to landscaping around the river, with empha-
sis on natural landscapes and aesthetics. 

• Enhance the natural riverfront landscape seen from the Ottawa shore by en-
suring continuity in the shoreline vegetation.

• Re-green the segments of shoreline that have been stabilized (with riprap) 
against erosion while also maintaining reinforcement where needed.

• Reintroduce tree species that are reminiscent of the vegetation that was pres-
ent in pre-European times (e.g. white pine).

• Collaborate with federal, municipal and private partners to protect the prima-
ry landscapes on lands of national interest and iconic landscapes of the Capital 
region. 

• Help implement the Capital Illumination Plan.

• Continue to conduct visual assessments and identify places requiring im-
provements in visual quality. 
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• Plant natural features wherever existing or future analy-
ses indicate that the visual quality would be enhanced by 
visual screens.

• For each site, apply the landscape type indicated in Chap-
ter 3.

• Replace vegetation in a way that gradually creates the 
desired landscapes suited to the desired land uses, while 
ensuring that forest cover is maintained during the tran-
sition.

• Make new north shore improvements in consideration of 
their effect on the projected landscape.

• Allow more contemporary site improvements if they 
allow the natural landscapes surrounding the river to be 
maintained on a larger scale, as defining features of the 
Capital Core Area.

• Place and choose sizes for signage, including road signs 
and commercial signs, in a way that mitigates the impact 
on the visual quality of the landscape. 

3.2.3 SCeniC viewS 

The unobstructed visual field created by the river makes it 
possible to enjoy countless points of interest in the Capital 
Core Area.  Riverfront lands must be managed in a way that 
maintains this capacity to view the key landscapes that are 
at the heart of our national identity.

• Protect and enhance scenic views of national symbols, 
and implement the recommendations of the document 
entitled “Canada’s Capital Views Protection” and its 
updates.

• Preserve the scenic views provided by riverfront lands of 
the Capital Core Area’s key features and defining panora-
mas, including its waterways, green spaces and other 
reference points such as national cultural institutions and 
national commemorative monuments. 

• Make the river more visible.

• Preserve the views towards key Capital features.

• Preserve and ensure quality development of lookout 
points towards the Ottawa shore.

• Develop new lookout points on riverfront lands as part of 
the development of new Capital discovery corridors.

3.2.4 entry pointS (bridge approaCheS)

Entrances to the bridges that cross the Ottawa River and 
Brewery Creek serve as gateways linking the Capital’s ma-
jor attractions.   The areas around these entrances therefore 
need to be developed accordingly.

entranceS to the capital 
• Transform the areas around the Alexandra, Portage and 

Chaudière bridge approaches into gateways to the Capi-
tal Core Area.

• Treat the areas around the Alexandra and Portage bridges 
in accordance with the stature of Confederation Boule-
vard and the established design standards.

• Develop the sector where Alexandre-Taché Boulevard 
crosses Brewery Creek and intersects with Montcalm 
Street and the surrounding lands as a gateway to the 
capital.

• Highlight Brewery Creek by creating visual openingns 
to Portageurs Park and the river from Alexandre-Taché 
Boulevard. 

• Maintain the river’s defining natural landscape down-
stream of the Rideau Canal locks, which is a gateway 
to the Capital that can be seen by visitors arriving from 
Montréal by boat on the Ottawa River.

entry pointS to riverFront lanDS

• Ensure quality developments to the riverfront lands that 
can be seen from the bridges. 

• Ensure quality developments to the lands surrounding 
Confederation Boulevard hubs and complementary 
sectors to enhance the aesthetics and landmark features 
of the gateways to Gatineau at bridge entry points, while 
also preserving the unique character of Confederation 
Boulevard.

3.2.5 Commemoration

• In close collaboration with Canadian Heritage, update the 
potential sites listed in Canada’s Capital Commemoration 
Strategic Plan.

• In the interim, preserve sites identified by the plan in 
effect.

• Install commemorative monuments in such a way that 
they serve as points of interest and gathering places with-
in the parks and so that they contribute to the parks’ daily 
spontaneous use.

• Select sites that provide an appropriate ambiance for the 
subject being expressed by the commemorative monu-
ment.

• Install commemorative monuments outside designated 
festival and event sites.

• Encourage the installation of lighting on commemorative 
monuments.
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3.3 Heritage and archaeological 
resources

Some historical buildings are still 
standing, helping us to better under-
stand the sites’ history. The Ottawa 
River’s north shore has a host of ar-
chaeological and historical sites where 
visitors can discover, experience and 
learn about past as well as more recent 
events that shaped the region’s identi-
ty. These sites are part of our identity, 
offering visitors a rich experience 
through an interpretive and commem-
orative cultural circuit. 

3.3.1 arChaeology and heritage

The Ottawa River’s north shore has a 
host of archaeological and historical 
sites where visitors can discover, ex-
perience and learn about past as well 
as more recent events that shaped the 
region’s identity.   These sites are part 
of our identity, offering visitors a rich 
cultural experience.  

principleS anD policieS – archaeology  
• Recognise the educational value of 

archeology and heritage.

• Develop a discovery program based 
on archeological resources and 
historical sites.

• Pass on knowledge about how these lands were used, ways of life and adapta-
tion methods, based on archaeological resources. 

• Include geomorphology and changes to the landscape in the natural interpre-
tation; understand and inform others about the factors that led to the Capital 
region’s occupation.

• Develop sites in a way that provides a period-based cultural experience where 
visitors can relive one of the region’s bygone eras.

• Develop archaeological knowledge of the sector by conducting research to 
more accurately determine the extent of known pre-European sites of great 
significance in order to protect them and enhance their significance.

• Search for and showcase archaeological resources through a management 
approach of resources that involves the public or university partnerships, to 
contribute to the public’s cultural, educational and tourist experience while 
also increasing scientific knowledge.  

• Include the Algonquin Anishinaabe people in the archaeological dig process 
by inviting them to contribute to the research and present their culture. 

• Abide by the existing protocol between the NCC and Algonquin Anishinaabe 
communities.

• Manage known archaeological sites in accordance with the Parks Canada Cul-
tural Resource Management Policy. 

• Avoid disturbances on top of known archaeological sites as much as possible.

principleS anD policieS – heritage 
• Use historical buildings and the cultural landscape of the river to create a 

space that tells the story of the Capital region’s evolution.

• Protect buildings and heritage sites and reinvigorate them with new uses that 
respect the character of and that are compatible with the heritage elements to 
be preserved. 

• Consider heritage buildings and their surroundings as historical complexes of 
interest to be showcased.

• Encourage the creative and adapted conversion of heritage works in a way 
that is compatible with the architecture.

• Promote the conversion of vacant buildings for cultural, public or tourist pur-
poses. 

• Preserve heritage of Capital significance and apply context-appropriate stan-
dards to all initiatives involving heritage sites, in accordance with: 

• The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in 
Canada;

• The Treasury Board Heritage Buildings Policy;
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• The Federal Heritage Buildings Review Office (FHBRO) 
Code of Practice; and

• The Quebec Cultural Heritage Act and related munici-
pal policies.

3.3.2 Support for interpretive opportunitieS 

Interpretive, commemorative and public art responsibili-
ties are shared between the NCC and Canadian Heritage.  
The NCC is responsible for identifying sites and approving 
developments around monuments.  In accordance with the 
directives contained in the plans administered by Canadian 
Heritage, the following policies are to be applied.

interpretation

• In collaboration with Canadian Heritage, update the Otta-
wa River North Shore Interpretive Plan.

• In the interim, preserve sites identified by the Interpretive 
Plan in effect, until it is updated.

• For monuments, promote the themes contained in the 
Interpretive Plan and recommend the following themes 
for the update:

• Place of interaction

• Indigenous (place of settlement and exchange, ar-
chaeological dig site, ossuary)

• Water (river: travel, hydroelectric power, drinking 
water, nature)  

• Green capital, living spaces (natural surroundings) 
urban biodiversity 

• Culture, festivals and gatherings

• Lumber industry – various periods (nature, harvesting, 
log driving, processing and storage, economic devel-
opment, industrial shore, naval shipyard, commercial 
navigation)

• Highlight the distinct features of each site that convey the 
significance and identity of the place.

• Interpret past uses of the land by Indigenous peoples.

• In updating the Interpretive Plan, consider the variety of 
past uses as well as the role played by these lands for the 
region throughout the various eras.

• Incorporate contemporary modes of expression and 
interactive methods of presenting the information.

• Take advantage of the panoramic views offered by the 
river to interpret the opposite shore.

• Interpret the north shore from the Ottawa Shore, particu-
larly from Nepean Point.

• Install interpretive monuments in such a way that they 
serve as points of interest and gathering places within the 
parks and so that they support daily use.

• Develop a network for interpreting and recognizing his-
torical buildings, locations and sites in a way that incor-
porates the cultural resources of surrounding neighbour-
hoods.

• Physically represent the sites’ history and past uses 
through public artwork and urban furnishings, reflecting, 
for example, the materials used and historic configura-
tions and forms.

• When developing interpretive programs, incorporate 
known archaeological sites and in situ artifacts as well.

• Include the interpretation of urban biodiversity and natu-
ral habitats.

• Create historical or cultural interpretive stations showing 
our current relationship with the river and creek, and 
illustrating past uses of these shores. 
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3.4 Water access

Riverfront lands provide multiple 
opportunities to interact with water-
ways in a variety of ways. Suitable im-
provements will welcome people and 
reinforce the importance of waterways 
within the Capital. Riverfront lands 
contribute to the quality of access to 
the Capital by waterway.

3.4.1 ContaCt with waterwayS and 
natural featureS 

The plan aims to enhance the interac-
tion that users can have with the Ot-
tawa River.  The creation of developed 
areas will provide more opportunities 
for direct contact with the Ottawa Riv-
er and waterways, so users can benefit 
from the recreational, relaxation and 
educational opportunities that these 
waterways offer or that will be devel-
oped along them.  

At the same time, this contact will 
help raise people’s awareness about 
the importance of riverfront lands as a 
community asset, and the importance 

of water quality and the environment.  The policies in support of increased wa-
terway access are as follows:

contact with natUral FeatUreS

• Promote contact with nature by trying to select places where people can dis-
connect from the urban fabric and ambiance.

• Develop pathways and lookout points near the river so people can enjoy na-
ture and the natural habitats, riverside environments and aquatic landscapes.

• Ensure the selected locations and proposed developments do not jeopardize 
environmental protection and natural environment restoration objectives 
described in section 3.1.

• Limit developments to facilities that will make it possible to maintain natural 
habitats, and take advantage of the development work to restore the habitats 
that need it.

• Allow developments that are in compliance with the Quebec Protection Policy 
for Lakeshores, Riverbanks, Littoral Zones and Floodplains.

opportUnitieS For recreational contact with waterwayS

• Create developments that incorporate and showcase waterways.

• Provide a variety of opportunities for direct contact with waterways.

• Use waterways as a Capital stage and support activities that are compatible 
with the character of any given site.

• On riverfront lands, authorize amenities for water-based activities that will not 
affect the existing natural features of the land or water.

• Near waterways, develop areas for relaxation and quiet contemplation.

• Near the water, develop secondary pathways and spaces separate from the 
main recreational pathway. 

• Develop resting places and lookout points where people can view the river and 
the current and watch others engaging in water sports and activities. 

• In appropriate places, develop facilities (landing, wharf, dock etc.) for people 
to get onto the water. 

• Develop launches for small, non-motorized watercraft in places where the 
river can offer a safe experience for the general public and in places where the 
required corresponding facilities can be developed. 

• Support the presence of a recreational boating facility in the Hull sector of 
Gatineau, and ensure the facilities are available to outside visitors.

• As part of the Jacques-Cartier Park South redevelopment, work with partners 
to explore the possibility of relocating the boat launch ramp. 
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• Provide the minimum parking spaces as identified in the 
plan within close proximity to boat ramps and docking 
facilities in order to accommodate the launching ofmo-
torized and non-motorized watercraft. .

• Where warranted and justified, provide equipment 
rentals for water sports and create a relaxing, recreational 
atmosphere around boat launches. 

• Create activity areas that can be accessed by boaters, and 
offer services and recreational opportunities adapted to 
the character of the site. 
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3.5.1 Site potential

• Develop recreational attractions that take advantage of the given potential of 
each site.

• Develop a tourism discovery program that presents the historical role of the 
sites.  

3.5.2 development of Sub-SpaCeS 

• Make places inviting and comfortable by creating appropriately scaled spaces.

• Make sites vibrant and attractive by increasing the number of inviting living 
spaces around points of interest (small plazas, places to sit, fountains, art-
work, flower beds, open-access games, refreshments, restaurants, rental 
services, interpretive installations, lookout points, etc.) 

• In activity sites, include spaces where families and children can engage in 
spontaneous activities by providing equipment( including play areas) that 
enhances the riverfront park experience in the Capital Core Area, that stands 
out for its functionality as well as its design, or for the historical or symbolic 
reminder it represents, 

• Develop plazas of varying sizes where permanent and temporary artwork can 
be installed.

• Observe maximum social distances between small plazas (75 to 100 metres) 
so as to promote movement within the park as well as entry into the park.

• Provide a variety of opportunities and ways to sit (benches, seating walls, 
steps, etc.), in different locations, in different arrangements and of different 
heights.  

• Provide spaces where people can stop, spend time or chat apart from the main 
pathway.

• Develop a network of secondary pathways that people can use to go from one 
point of interest to another within parks.

• Offer a diverse range of experiences by developing some riverfront lands as 
tranquil spaces and others as more active, vibrant areas, to provide a variety of 
activity levels and landscapes.

3.5.3 SpontaneouS uSe

• On grassy areas, allow unorganized sports and recreational activities that do 
not require permanent infrastructures. 

• In areas designed for higher-intensity use, include spaces where families and 
children can engage in spontaneous activities.

• Keep certain areas accessible to the public at all times, particularly riverfront 
pathways and lookout points.
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Provide more recreational opportunities to increase interest in riverside parks.

3.5 Recreational opportunities 
and attractions

The space is structured to create more 
clearly defined areas, each with their 
own function.

Riverfront lands provide public spaces 
and a range of recreational oppor-
tunities, amenities and diversified 
equipment appropriate for the site. 
The sites’ enhancement adds to the 
recreational experience offered by 
the open spaces of landscaped urban 
parks. Spaces are developed around 
points of interest, providing for more 
interesting day-to-day use.
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a. Maison du vélo (Gilmour Hughson 
Building)

b. Recreational/Commercial Services 
(250m2)

c. Convent

d. Charron House

e. Marina (Public Space – service/com-
merce 1000m2)

f. Quai de Hull

g. Canadian Museum of History

h. Wright-Scott House

i. Service/Commerce (500m2)

j. Regional Cultural Pavillion (1000m2)



3.5.4 publiC art

• Install public artwork in a way that creates points of inter-
est and gathering places in parks and that supports their 
daily use.

• Encourage the expression of Canadian cultural diversity 
and Indigenous and regional identities in the choice and 
placement of public artwork.

• Use public art to enhance less attractive areas or to make 
connections more clear.

• Accommodate temporary artwork programs that add to 
the parks’ dynamic.

• Place public artwork in places where it will be showcased 
and benefit from greater visibility, in order to draw atten-
tion to it and prevent vandalism.

• Encourage the installation of lighting on artwork. 

3.5.5 amenitieS, reCreational opportunitieS and 
inStitutionS

Developments will create an influx of people, making areas 
more vibrant and safe.  Recreational services can enhance 
the visitor experience or provide additional reasons for 
users to visit riverfront areas by offering more attractions 
on a given site. 

• To increase recreational opportunities in the places iden-
tified in Chapter 3, allow the addition of complementary 
commercial services that require permanent or semi-per-
manent facilities. 

• Ensure that approved commercial uses are consistent 
with and supportive of the site’s character and theme, as 
well as the desired activity level in terms of traffic and the 
presence of facilities in the park.

• Install facilities in a way that:

• does not adversely affect the user experience or the 
visual quality of the areas;

• does not occupy areas that are meant to be  public 
open spaces;

• integrates the temporary or permanent facilities’ archi-
tecture with the surroundings; and 

• preserves natural features. 

• Allow the installation of a national or cultural institution 
in existing buildings or on plots of land set aside for that 
purpose, as described in Chapter 3.

• Offer restaurant services appropriate for the location in 
terms of the scale, customer traffic and footprint of the 
facilities and their inherent operations.

• Provide facilities such as toilets and drinking fountains for 
park users when the volume of traffic justifies it.
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Note: nombre de places de 
stationnement à titre indicatif 
pour orienter le design des sites 
à long terme.
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3.6 Shoreline access

A combination of transportation 
modes ensures good, easy access to 
sites for daily use. Means of transpor-
tation other than cars are encouraged. 
A certain number of parking spaces 
are still available and are optimally 
located to allow the riverfront lands to 
fully serve their recreational function. 
Public access parking lots located in 
the urban fabric support the needs of 
drivers for whom alternative modes of 
transportation are not suitable.

3.6.1 parking and aCCeSS Strategy

The idea of getting people to come and enjoy the riverfront also entails figuring 
out how they will get there.  Of the different modes of transportation, cars have 
the largest footprint, in the form of parking lots. 

The exceptional location of these lands and their Capital importance mean they 
must fully perform their function as parks.   The importance of riverfront lands as 
areas for public enjoyment requires long term reduction in the number of park-
ing lots on the lands that best serve recreational uses.

parking lot Development anD USe in parkS

• Maintain the number of parking spaces necessary to park functions and spe-
cific needs, as described in the plan.  

• Authorize park activities in full knowledge of the complementary uses and 
developments that are required.

• Seek to localise parking in areas with either limited recreational potential or 
that do not contribute to the riverfront experience.

• Consider public parking possibilities that already exist in nearby urban neigh-
bourhoods before increasing parking capacity on the riverfront. 

• Design parking lots to be starting points on the pathway network and make 
sure surrounding amenities are designed to be stopping places for pathway 
network users.

• Place parking lots outside the riparian strip and flood plain.

• Encourage the use of porous surfaces that meet maintenance requirements.

• Allow parking lots to be used for event organizing purposes, to meet logisti-
cal/staging needs.

• Prohibit temporary parking in open areas used as recreational public spaces.

• Prioritize a parking management approach that  benefits the park users.

• Consider the possibility of underground parking if it does not affect activities 
or the quality of surface landscape conditions.

• Consider underground parking lot options for major institutions being estab-
lished on riverfront lands.

parking lot alternativeS in parkS

• Promote the available transit services on Hull Island that can be used to access 
parks and events, and encourage new initiatives supporting this objective.

• Encourage people to walk and bike to the park, especially during events.

• Provide bicycle racks in parks.

• Provide bike rental stations along park edges where there is sufficient space so 
as not to encroach on pedestrian space or relaxation areas.
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Facilitate access to recreational riverfront spaces.

a. Gilmour Hughson Building 5 

b. New Services (250m2) 35

c. JCP North - Park Use 30

d. Convent (7250m2) 150

e. Charron House 10

f. Marina Boaters 120

g. Boat Launch 50

h. Hull Pier / Boat Excursions 45                

i. New Public Services (Marina) 
(1000m2) 30

j. JCP South - Park Use 25

k. Wright-Scott House (750m2) 15

l. New Commercial Services (500m2) 15

m. New Cultural Pavillion (1000m2) 10



• Require event promoters to provide amenities that facili-
tate bike use (secure bike parking, bike lockers, etc.).

• Encourage off-street parking managers in adjacent 
neighbourhoods to make their facilities available on eve-
nings and weekends to meet event needs.  

• Distribute available parking spaces in surrounding neigh-
bourhoods among users.
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• Ensure that public access to new sites is developed in a way that is beneficial 
overall and that will:

• protect natural habitats, the shoreline and plant and animal species;

• respect site carrying capacities; and

• provide a value added experience in the Capital Core Area that may involve, 
for example:

 � the creation of new recreational sites or relaxation areas;

 � the creation of new lookout points; 

 � new connections between the urban fabric and the river;

 � improved connectivity of riverside recreational pathways;

 � the discontinuance of uses not befitting of a riverside park; and

 � the improvement of north shore landscapes.

3.7.2 riverfront Corridor and wayfinding 

Corridors running adjacent to waterways are a destination in and of themselves.  
Connectivity between various sites along the river is important.  In addition, for 
a quality experience, sites must be marked and the distances between them 
indicated, especially for users who are unfamiliar with the area.  The layout and 
the information provided to users are therefore important factors.  

riverFront corriDor

• Develop pathways to ensure continuity of the recreational network in the cor-
ridor along the waterways.

• Provide safe, effective connections between riverside recreational pathways 
and bicycle connections on bridges and roadways. 

• Facilitate pedestrian river access from the bridges by providing direct, visible 
connections.

• Make sure the pathway network segments linking the urban fabric to the river 
are recognisable.

• Light pathways to increase user security while respecting the requirements of 
the Illumination Plan.

• Highlight the geography of Hull Island, the role of Brewery Creek and the 
presence of falls by completing the recreational pathway around the island by 
building the missing north and south connections.

• Support and collaborate with regional partners to develop a walkway that can 
be used to explore the falls area.

• In keeping with design standards for Confederation Boulevard, support part-
ners in establishing a bicycle route along Laurier Street between Montcalm 
and Dussault streets to create an alternative to Voyageurs Pathway that every-
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Provide continuity between sites and multiple connections to waterways.

3.7 Connectivity

The connectivity between the river 
and the urban neighbourhoods is 
facilitated by their public ownership 
and by the pedestrian and cycling net-
works. They link the riverfront lands 
to other sectors of activity. The main 
riverside pathway provides connectiv-
ity between sites and continuity along 
all the waterways, connecting to the 
surrounding recreational network.

3.7.1 new aCCeSSible SiteS

The land along the Ottawa River and 
Brewery Creek consists mainly of pub-
lic spaces.  However, some riverfront 
lands are private property or they are 
not developed in a way that facilitates 
their use.   The plan aims to render 
most of the land public.

• Take advantage of opportunities 
to make certain sites public: the 
Wright-Scott House, the shoreline 
between Portageurs Park and the 
Portage Bridge, Scott Point, the land 
around Kruger mill and the convent, 
and the shores of Brewery Creek 
north of Hull Island between the 
highway and Fournier Boulevard.  
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day bicycle commuters can use and to keep Voyageurs 
Pathway for primarily recreational use.

• Develop sites and primary and secondary pathways in 
such a way that events can be held without blocking the 
site’s pathways, to the extent possible.

• During site redevelopment projects, examine the possi-
bility of routing the Trans-Canada Trail in such a way that 
it can remain accessible during events.

• To the extent possible, do not block the recreational path-
way during events taking place on the site.  If a pathway 
absolutely must be blocked, the time that it is blocked 
must be kept to a minimum and limited to the event 
period and to the set-up/take-down periods required for 
safety reasons. 

• However, before blocking the pathway for set-up/
take-down, the promoter must verify that no alterna-
tive work method is possible.

• Whenever the recreational pathway is blocked, a safe, 
clearly marked alternative pathway that is as short as 
possible must be installed.

wayFinDing

• Place site markers along the pathway to help users orient 
themselves. 

• Add information about distances between sites and 
attractions.

• Clarify directional indicators on the signage at pathway 
network intersections, adding indicators for secondary 
pathways and for links to and from bridges. 

• Indicate the main reference points in the urban sector, 
such as streets and main buildings, from the pathway 
network.

• Help provide signage for riverfront sites of interest as 
part of the Chemis d’eau de l’Outaouais (Outaouais 
Waterways) concept while conserving the aesthetic and 
functionality of all improvements.

3.7.3 ConneCtion to the urban fabriC

Although the riverfront lands are for the most part acces-
sible to the public, the lack of connections or visual links 
sometimes make them difficult to access.    Improved 
connections are needed between shorelines and nearby 
neighbourhoods to facilitate river access and increase site 
permeability from the urban fabric.

DeSign oF Street–riverFront interFaceS 
• Provide clearer, better defined pedestrian entrances to 

parks to make them stand out more.

• Make the street extensions perpendicular to Laurier 
Street more inviting. 

• Make improvements to facilitate and clarify connections 
with surrounding neighbourhoods.  

• Create a pleasant boundary where people can feel 
comfortable stopping, sitting, leaning, observing, and 
socializing along the parks’ urban periphery.

• Encourage the City of Gatineau to plan for dynamic uses 
of urban spaces (commercial, office) with direct street 
access across from riverside green spaces. 
Use cultural and entertainment corridors to link the 
various points of interest on riverfront sites with points 
of interest in the Gatineau and Ottawa entertainment 
districts. 

• Focus development efforts on places that may naturally 
be along the way based on everyday urban activity, to 
facilitate daily use of the sites. 

• Develop and clarify connections between riverfront sites 
and areas of economic and tourist activity in downtown 
Gatineau. 

• Develop parks in a way that makes water access from the 
urban fabric easier, more direct and visually easier to see.

• Examine the possibilities of creating and enhancing 
scenic views towards the urban landscape in order to 
provide better integration.

• Provide effective links from water shuttle landing points 
to riverfront and urban fabric points of interest.
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activity levelS anD balanceD USe

• Keep spontaneous as well as organized activities of higher intensity levels 
away from nature conservation and preservation areas.

• Respect defined buffer zones of at least xx metres between activity areas and 
natural areas.

• Allow uses that require controlled access to sites that are large enough to also 
keep part of the area open for spontaneous use.

• Ensure balanced timing between controlled access for scheduled gatherings 
or events and spontaneous/everyday use.

organizeD eventS anD activitieS

• Direct organized activities to the appropriate site based on the intensity level it 
can accommodate, according to the Activity Level Guide (see Appendix).

• Follow the Guide for Event Site Uses.

• Respect site carrying capacities in terms of size, environmental sensitivity, the 
setting and recovery times, in accordance with the surface and development 
type.

• Arrange facilities in a way that protects existing vegetation (see section on 
forest cover).

• Respect recovery periods.

• Host activities that are respectful of environmental conditions and neighbour-
hoods around the site.

• Host activities that are respectful of Capital symbols. 

• Install required event facilities in a way that preserves scenic views.

• Provide sufficient time between events to allow spontaneous use of the land 
once it has recovered. 

• Provide staging areas where equipment can be stored and trailers can be 
parked during events.

• Layout main and secondary pathways in such a way as to facilitate operations 
during set-up and take-down periods, so vehicles and machinery do not have 
to drive on the grass or loose surfaces.
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Incorporate gathering spaces to enliven the Capital while minimizing 
the impact on the riverfront’s other functions. 

3.8 Events

The riverfront has some sites large 
enough to accommodate organized 
gatherings and festivals. The size and 
frequency of events that can be held 
depends on the site’s capacity, which, 
in turn, depends on the amount of 
open space available, the landscape 
design, other desired uses and the 
surrounding environment. The public 
parks around Alexandra Bridge, which 
serves as a gateway, must also leave 
room for attractions and develop-
ments that will attract people even 
when there are no events taking place. 
Event sites require spaces for logistical 
needs, which use the parks’ multipur-
pose surfaces. 

3.8.1 variety of aCtivity levelS

Not all sites can accommodate the 
same level of activity or traffic.  Desired 
activity levels vary, depending on the 
riverfront sector involved.  Carrying 
capacities—in terms of size, environ-
mental sensitivity and the setting—
vary significantly from one site to 
another.  The following policies are to 
be respected. 
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Make the riverfront a welcoming destination year round.

• Select winter pathway to ensure the network’s continuity.

• Work with partners to develop a winter recreational experience by offering 
services, equipment or maintained infrastructures:

• Snowshoeing

• Ice fishing 

• Marked trail

• Cross-country skiing

• Ice skating
3.9 Winter

The large open spaces of the Capital 
Core Area’s riverfront lands can be en-
joyed year round. The riverfront offers 
a completely different experience and 
landscape in winter... Winter activities 
are organized to liven up the area, and 
their location is chosen based on site 
capacity and to support daily use.

3.9.1 year-round experienCe 

• Provide year-round recreational 
opportunities.

• Create outdoor recreational spaces 
wherever facilities can be main-
tained on a daily basis

• Support activities that give users an 
opportunity to experience riverfront 
landscapes in winter.

• Concentrate outdoor winter activity 
sites near existing or potentialheat-
ed public  places.

• Work with partners to examine the 
possibility of providing permanent 
facilities with amenities in winter.

• Concentrate recreational services 
in existing high-traffic core areas 
where there is already demand.
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Create landscapes that are suited to the desired ambiance and that optimize land use.

• Use carefully selected, high-quality designs that enhance the aesthetics of the 
place and add to visitor enjoyment. 

• Encourage modes of cultural expression that reflect contemporary Canadian 
diversity in the architecture and landscaping,. 

• Make park boundary areas inviting, to encourage people to enter.

• Provide sufficient developments in parks adjacent to most populated urban 
areas.

• Focus efforts on the quality of the developments that will be seen at eye level, 
for users on foot and on bike.

• Include the proposed nighttime and winter experiences in development de-
signs.

• Use coordinated lighting on buildings and points of interest to enhance the 
sites’ appeal.

• Vary the landscaping to give each site its own character and make it recogniz-
able.

• Provide maximum greenery and sufficient forest cover in riverside parks.

• Arrange developments in a way that protects the green spaces and woods that 
structure the landscape. 

• Choose multipurpose surfaces for sites accommodating organized activities.

• Use landscaping or surface treatments to more clearly delineate the boundar-
ies of defined spaces.

• Plant new trees to meet the need to create human-scale sub-spaces in the ap-
propriate places while maintaining the necessary clearings to accommodate 
gatherings and events.

• Properly arrange developments in a way that takes advantage of the sunlight, 
to provide sunny and shaded areas.

• Apply best practices for the development of public spaces.

• Include habitat modification techniques to reduce the populations of Canada  
geese or any other invasive/nuisance species present in the parks. 

3.10 Landscape typologies

A landscape typology largely deter-
mines the type of activity that can take 
place on the site as well as its capacity. 
It indirectly suggests either a more 
tranquil or a more vibrant ambiance. 
The suggested  typologies factor in the 
policies outlined in Chapter 3, particu-
larly those regarding measures to pro-
tect more sensitive features. A range of 
landscape types—from more natural to 
more urban—is outlined below. 

3.10.1 development of publiC SpaCeS

The objective of making the shore-
line more attractive is also achieved 
through the quality of the develop-
ments.  Design excellence enhances 
visitors’ Capital experience and their 
perception of the place they are in. It 
involves an approach that is adapted 
to the intended use and sensitive to 
the natural and built surroundings.   It 
also provides added comfort and a 
sense of well-being.  The following 
policies apply: 

lanDScaping treatmentS

• Promote landscaping that corre-
sponds with the site’s ambiance and 
intended use. 
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landCape typologieS

primitive landSCape

vegetated parkland

open parkSpaCe

urban parkSpaCe

urban plaza
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This chapter presents the main actions to be taken to fulfill 
the development concept for each site. The development 
proposals support the four roles of riverfront lands, as out-
lined in this plan, and they meet the conditions required by 
the various systems presented in the previous chapter. 

Each development proposal is indicated on the sector map 
with a numbered marker matching the corresponding 
number in the list. The colour of the marker indicates which 
of the four roles the development plays (roles described in 
Chapter 2).

The proposals have been developed in accordance with the 
general policies set out in Chapter 3, which apply to the en-
tire geographic sectors covered by the plan. These general 
policies are an integral part of the plan and will be key to the 
development of detailed site plans, which will be required 
at the implementation stage. The general policies will also 
be used to evaluate any third-party development propos-
als, to ensure their smooth integration with the proposals 
recommended by the plan.

The 10 target sectors are as follows:

• Jacques-Cartier Park North

• Convent area

• Jacques-Cartier Park South

• Museum of History grounds

• Land around Kruger Mill and Scott Point

• Riverfront lands near the Zibi neighbourhood

• Gateway to the Capital: Portageurs Park, mouth of 
Brewery Creek, Wright-Scott House and Montcalm-Taché 
Park 

• Brewery Creek – Montcalm

• Brewery Creek – north of Hull Island

Sector Planning
“Enhancing the riverfront”4 1

2

3

4 Enhance the natural environment

Showcase the symbolism of the Capital

Offer a wide range of experiences

Provide access to the river 

4 Roles



Enhance the natural environmentShowcase the symbolism of the CapitalOffer a wide range of experiences Provide access to the river 

Jacques-caRtieR paRk noRth

4.1
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4.1 Jacques-Cartier Park North

deSCription – baCkground – iSSueS

Jacques-Cartier Park North is one of the largest urban parks on Hull Island. It is 
a site from which you can enjoy the Capital Core Area’s natural environment. 
Both the river and Rideau Falls can be seen particularly well from this site. This 
is where the urban environment meets Leamy Lake Park. The extensive shore-
line woods support Leamy Lake Park’s natural habitat. The shores are steep and 
exposed to erosion.

The site was once used by Indigenous habitation settlements, and later mainly 
for lumber industry activities. This history is revealed by the Gilmour-Hughson 
heritage building and the numerous known archaeological sites.

The park has 167,500 square metres of wide open central space. The site is 
accessible by the pathway, road and highway networks. It is separated from 
other riverfront activity sites by the Macdonald-Cartier Bridge. However, the 
park is linked by the pathway network, which merges with the Trans-Canada 
Trail at this location. With no organized activities, the park’s only attractions 
are its natural features and the service offered by the Maison du vélo (inside the 
Gilmour-Hughson House). The oversized central area and the lack of any signifi-
cant points of interest are not conducive to it being used spontaneously. It does 
not have any amenities to allow people to fully and comfortably appreciate the 
beauty of the nearby river.

theme 

Jacques-Cartier Park North will be a large, welcoming, multipurpose urban 
green space that occasionally hosts short and medium-length events. The cen-
tral area will be able to accommodate events that are too big for Jacques-Cartier 
Park South. Most of the time, however, the area will be for spontaneous, un-
scheduled activities, and the park will continue to be mainly a place for a combi-

nation of public recreation and recreational services and relaxation areas that are so popular in the Capital. Jacques-Cartier 
Park North will also be the place where non-motorized watercraft can access the Ottawa River. This opens this door for 
complementary nautical amenities as well. Park improvements will provide captivating lookout points and extensive con-
tact with nature in the core of the Capital, while also preserving  a tranquil ambiance in ecological areas.

Themes Key

Fe a t u r e s

• Large nature recreation area that occasionally hosts 
events

• Wooded shoreline and Natural space

• Open area and spontaneous recreation, Recreational 
services

• Space for potential recreational attractions



detailed development poliCy StatementS 

preServe anD enhance 

natural SpaCeS

1. Preserve natural spaces that are important for biodiver-
sity in connection with Leamy Lake Park.

2. Preserve and increase prairie vegetation on the eastern 
plain, characteristic of the particular habitat of species 
at risk (butterflies, birds, pollinators, etc.).

3. Maintain low traffic levels on sandy natural shores, 
which are potential nesting sites for turtles.

4. Support the fish habitat restoration effort by helping 
increase the area of aquatic vegetation near Macdon-
ald-Cartier Bridge.

SCeniC viewS 
5. Preserve and enhance the downstream view of the Ot-

tawa River and Rideau Falls, and improve the relaxation 
areas where these scenic views can be enjoyed from.

6. Preserve the natural panoramic view that can be seen 
from the bridge over Brewery Creek, near Fournier 
Boulevard. 

heritage – gilmour-hughSon

7. Preserve and enhance the Gilmour-Hughson heritage 
building. 

8. Optimize  views in the direction of the Gilmour-Hugh-
son House from the park entrances. 

9. Harmonize new permanent facilities to be added in 
the park with the architecture of the Gilmour-Hughson 
House. 

10. Continue exploring the known archaeological sites and 
searching for historical traces in the northern part of 
the park. 

11. Promote the site’s history and known remains.

Develop anD improve

ContaCt with the river

12. Develop a point of contact with the Ottawa River where 
people can get close to the water, and install a launch 
for small, non-motorized watercraft using small-scale, 
non-intrusive infrastructures, either at the mouth of 
Brewery Creek or on the eastern plain.

13. Develop a circuit for exploring natural and cultural 
features by navigation, including the shores at the 
northern tip of the park, the banks of Brewery Creek 
and Leamy Lake Park.

14. Preserve the calm and natural ambiance of the shore-
lines. 

15. Install directional signs to prevent people from tram-
pling shoreline vegetation.

16. Allow only those developments that do not alter wild-
life movements or the growth of vegetation in natural 
spaces. 

reCreational opportunitieS

17. Diversify available recreational opportunities on the 
site while avoiding exclusive use of the large central 
area.

18. Enhance the park’s appeal by hosting permanent or 
semi-permanent “destination” activities or functions 
that capitalize on the site’s potential (particularly Brew-
ery Creek, navigation, scenic views, nature exploration, 
history) and whose facilities and theme are in harmony 
with the site’s character.

19. Allow related facilities in support of potential recre-
ational activities in the park or on the shores (nautical 
equipment rentals).

20. Allow food services for users.

Central open SpaCe

21. Keep some landscaped, multipurpose green spaces in 
the centre of Jacques-Cartier Park North to be used for 
unscheduled activities as well as for occasional events 
in both summer and winter.

22. Allow mainly unorganized activities in the open spaces.

23. In the spaces identified for this purpose, occasionally 
host events east of Laurier Street to complement the 
use of Jacques-Cartier Park South.

24. Improve the ground surface and install the required 
infrastructures to allow events to be held (for example, 
electrical and water hookups, operational surfaces, 
drainage).

25. Keep an area of the park separate from the event space 
that the public can continue to access and use for spon-
taneous recreation during the event period. 

26. Adapt the site design, equipment and vegetation to 
promote daily use of the park. 

27. Create a multipurpose global space that, through 
landscaping improvements, provides subspaces on a 
human scale.

28. Structure the space by creating focal points within the 
park.

29. Use open spaces for year-round activities and, par-
ticularly in winter, ice skating, snowshoeing and 
cross-country skiing. 

30. Set aside a plot of land for a cultural or national insti-
tution in the section closest to the Macdonald-Cartier 
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Bridge (south of Dussault Street), thereby preserving 
the integrity of the north end of the park around the 
Gilmour-Hughson House.

aCCeSS

31. Improve the park’s permeability from surrounding 
neighbourhoods.

32. Increase the visibility of pedestrian entry points from 
the street. 

33. Enhance the “sense of arrival” in a vast park on the 
Laurier Street extension.

34. Develop a pathway along the periphery of the park on 
the Laurier Street side to create an internal pedestrian 
loop within the park. 

35. Develop a link between the park and the Macdon-
ald-Cartier Bridge’s cycling pathway.

36. Link the site to other sites by the water shuttle system 
to increase access opportunities.

37. Locate and develop parking lots to reduce their foot-
print on the park.



Enhance the natural environmentShowcase the symbolism of the CapitalOffer a wide range of experiences Provide access to the river 
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4.2 Convent and surroundings

deSCription – baCkground – iSSueS

The first sections of the convent were built in 1926. The Commission purchased 
the convent in 2017 and plans to find a new occupant who can add to the park’s 
recreational opportunities.

The space around the convent includes the vacant lot immediately to the north, 
the parking area to the south and the space behind the convent itself. The con-
vent grounds extend from Laurier Street to the Ottawa River. A steep drop-off 
separates it from the shoreline, which has a pathway running along the river. The 
land around the convent forms an elevated plateau. It is therefore a boundary for 
Jacques-Cartier Park South. Aside from Laurier Street, there is no link between 
the vacant lot north of the convent and Jacques-Cartier Park South.

theme 

The convent could accommodate activities that would contribute to 
Jacques-Cartier Park’s recreational dynamic and to its function as a gathering 
place, tourist destination and place of cultural expression. The open spaces 
around the building will be integrated into the public space of Jacques-Cartier 
Park. They will offer a tranquil ambiance on a scenic site.

Themes Key

Fe a t u r e s

• Culture, history, 

• Peaceful location

• Elevated plateau

• Convent

• Hospital

• Former Woods Manufacturing Co. site



detailed development poliCy StatementS 

preServe anD enhance

heritage

1. Showcase the convent’s architecture and preserve the 
heritage elements of the building.

natural SpaCeS

2. Maintain extensive forest cover to contribute to the 
river’s scenic landscape.

3. Preserve the woods on the shoreline escarpment.

4. Direct surface water runoff away from the escarpment 
to prevent surface erosion.

5. Expand the aquatic grass bed under the Macdon-
ald-Cartier Bridge to link the two existing aquatic grass 
beds, in front of the convent and Jacques-Cartier Park 
North.

Develop anD improve

the Convent

6. Once the convent’s current activities are concluded, 
encourage uses of the building that will be consist with 
Jacques-Cartier Park as a recreational public space.

7. Keep ground-floor uses open to the public.

8. Allow the activities held inside the convent that are 
of public interest and related to the character of 
Jacques-Cartier Park to spill over into the outdoor 
spaces. 

9. Ideally, encourage uses along the lines of cultural 
centre, exhibition centre, cultural or artistic education 
centre, museum, hotel, tourist business, restaurant or a 
combination of these uses. 

10. If the desired uses do not materialize, temporarily 
authorize uses that could easily be changed in the me-
dium or long term, such as office space. 

11. Explore architectural lighting options to showcase the 
convent.

Convent SurroundingS

12. Improve connectivity between the riverfront parks 
surrounding the convent.

13. Redevelop the areas behind the building to integrate 
them into Jacques-Cartier Park and allow the public to 
move about freely in them.

14. Develop spaces offering visual connections to the river 
and a pedestrian corridor linking the convent plateau 
with the riverside path.

15. Set aside part of the land behind the convent building 
for activities associated with the convent building’s 

functions while also keeping it as accessible to the pub-
lic as possible, through integrated development.

16. Provide for well-manicured landscaping improve-
ments. 

17. Maintain quiet relaxation areas that can also be used 
for low-key cultural expression activities.

18. Convert the back of the parking lot located south of the 
convent into a park and integrate it with Jacques-Carti-
er Park South.

19. Use the parking lot south of the convent to deserve 
Jacques-Cartier Park South needs.

20. Ensure that the redevelopment of the convent’s south 
parking lot can continue to meet operational require-
ments for events held in Jacques-Cartier Park South.

21. During the upgrading of the Laurier Street overpass, 
promote a high-quality design that provides a distinc-
tive link between Jacques-Cartier Park North and the 
space around the convent.

land north of the Convent

22. Treat the land north of the convent as a gateway to the 
Outaouais region and the City of Gatineau, visible from 
Macdonald-Cartier Bridge.

23. On the land north of the convent, maintain a wooded 
riparian strip at least 30 metres wide.

24. Contribute to the installation of a secondary riverside 
corridor linking the Macdonald-Cartier Bridge to the 
riverside pathway.

25. Create a connection between the urban fabric and the 
river, and provide access to the riverfront experience 
on the boardwalk.

26. Allow for adjoining parking facilities, either fully or par-
tially underground, to support the convent building’s 
new uses. 

27. Keep part of the developed surface as a high-quality 
public space linking Laurier Street to the shoreline.

28. As for the land north of the convent, consider uses that 
would allow for the expansion of the convent building’s 
authorized activities, if such expansion would:

 � contribute to a quality riverfront experience;

 � achieve the objectives established for the convent;

 � showcase the convent building’s architecture.

29. Develop architectural and design guidelines in antici-
pation of a potential proposal.
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30. In the event of a plan to expand the convent’s activities, 
require the development of fully underground parking.
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4.3 Jacques-Cartier Park South 

deSCription – baCkground – iSSueS

Jacques-Cartier Park South is one of the major urban parks on Hull Island. It has 
large open spaces and wooded areas along the riverfront. It is located at the 
head of the Alexandra Bridge and is linked to the Canadian Museum of History by 
a pathway under the bridge. The park is not very visible from the street because 
of the equipment at the southern end of the park and the dense vegetation 
surrounding the equipment. The urban sector around the park is predominantly 
residential. The entertainment areas of downtown Gatineau do not link directly 
to the park.

However, Jacques-Cartier Park South is still a highly sought-after site for events. 
Public access to the park is limited during event periods and during the time 
needed to allow surfaces to recover. These events and limits affect the quality of 
the land and the public interest in spontaneously using it at other times. After 
winter, snow mounds, soil compaction and the site’s topography make drainage 
increasingly complex and delay access to certain parts of the park. The land is 
intentionally left as open space, which means there are few permanent facilities 
to promote its everyday use. The shoreline is not particularly appealing to walk 
along. Also, functions near the Hull wharf and those linked to the marina make 
this site seem like a semi-private space that is not particularly inviting to visitors. 
On the other hand, the park features the Maison Charron heritage building, 
which hosts cultural activities and contributes greatly to the character of and 
public interest in the site.

theme 

Jacques-Cartier Park South will become a destination where a diverse clientele 
can have a variety of recreational experiences on an everyday basis. The park 
will augment this north shore focal point, which is currently centred on the 

Canadian Museum of History. The park will become an additional attraction around Confederation Boulevard. The sector 
will be vibrant and will support ongoing spontaneous use through inspiring and welcoming urban developments as well 
as attractive recreational amenities. Events can still be held here, in properly equipped, multipurpose spaces, and public 
access to other park facilities will still be maintained. The waterfront experience will be enhanced by nautical activities and 
the creation of spaces where users can come in contact with the Ottawa River and enjoy its natural features.

Themes Key

Fe a t u r e s

• Public place

• Navigation and water

• Marina and clubhouse

• Enhanced recreational services

• Increased spontaneous use

• Redefined spaces

• Public plazas 



detailed development poliCy StatementS 

preServe anD enhance

natural SpaCeS

1. Protect mature trees on the edge and within the park.

2. Preserve and strengthen the wooded area along the 
river near the Maison Charron.

3. Restore the riparian strip and the aquatic habitats and 
wetlands east of Maison Charron, to improve fish habi-
tat conditions.

4. Restore shoreline vegetation to enhance the quality of 
the view of the park from the Ottawa shore while main-
taining a natural shoreline that fulfills its environmental 
functions. 

5. Help maintain and improve river water quality by man-
aging runoff from park facilities.

heritage 
6. Consider the Maison Charron, its surroundings and the 

known remains as a historical complex of interest to be 
protected and showcased.

7. Protect the Maison Charron and develop its surround-
ings as a gathering place that showcases its heritage 
and cultural dimension. 

Develop anD improve

park entranCeS

8. Create a public plaza adjacent to the Confederation 
Boulevard focal point, at the corner of Des Allumet-
tières Boulevard and Laurier Street, to create a welcom-
ing entrance to the park. 

9. Add a permanent, playful/lively open-air feature that 
will attract people to the public plaza adjacent to Con-
federation Boulevard.. 

10. Adapt the configuration and size of the Jacques-Cartier 
parking lot and its entrance in relation to the public 
plaza.

11. Improve the park’s interface with Laurier Street and the 
adjacent neighbourhood to make the park welcoming 
and more visible.

12. Create points of interest and relaxation areas along the 
periphery of the park, to make the transition between 
the street and the green space.

13. At the park’s St-Étienne Street entrance develop a pub-
lic plaza that has a view toward Parliament Hill over-
looking the structure of the Alexandra Bridge.

14. Make the underpass that links the Museum grounds to 
Jacques-Cartier Park more welcoming.

15. Add a visual or artistic feature to enhance the link be-
tween the Museum site and Jacques-Cartier Park in the 
Alexandra Bridge underpass.

16. Maintain operational access to the Museum loading 
zone.

17. Develop the park to make the pathways to the river 
easier and more pleasant, from the street and the Alex-
andra Bridge. 

18. Create more official public entrances to the park, for 
pedestrians and bicyclists, in the extension of St-Éti-
enne and Verdun Street.

19. Provide a potential link to the back of the convent.

amenitieS

20. Diversify the experience of park users by adding recre-
ational and commercial amenities at focal points that 
will generate traffic, to complement the riverside park 
experience. 

21. Structure the space by creating a series of focal points 
inside the park for diverse clientele, particularly fam-
ilies, drawing on existing elements such as the club-
house, the area around the Hull wharf and the Maison 
Charron.

22. Support the development of diverse commercial enter-
prises on Laurier Street (city-side) on either side of Des 
Allumettières Boulevard so as to generate traffic at the 
park entrance.

Central SpaCe

23. Create spaces that are more contained on a human 
scale, and delineate them better using landscaping, 
surface treatment and the installation of furnishings.

24. Host medium-scale events that can fit in the newly de-
lineated human-scale spaces and direct larger events 
towards Jacques-Cartier Park North.

25. Allow Level 2 activities (see appendix 2).

26. Hold events in one or more parts of the park so as to 
maintain open access to other parts of the park. 

27. Develop the park in such a way that it can frequently 
host activities without deteriorating the surfaces but 
that limits the visual impact on park vegetation and 
minimizes the effects of water runoff. 

28. Allow Level 1 activities in the area around Maison Char-
ron.

29. Install winter facilities that support daily use of the park 
year round.

30. Situate the new municipal wastewater pumping station 
in such a way as not to restrict opportunities for use 
or the allowable surface loads of the spaces that are 
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conducive to hosting events.

publiC Shore

31. Provide for contact with the natural shoreline and a 
pedestrian experience by way of appropriate facilities.

32. Provide small, non-motorized watercraft with water 
access that does not interfere with marina facilities or 
the boat launch.

33. Maintain public access to the Hull wharf.

34. Continue to welcome cruise boats at the Hull wharf.

35. Continue to have a marina that also welcomes visitors.

36. Maintain the continuity of the recreational pathway 
(Voyageurs Pathway) and the Trans-Canada Trail.

37. Adapt developments of the riverside sector and the 
marina location to give them a fully public feel that is 
welcoming of all park and pathway users (including 
the use and improvement of the clubhouse, Hull wharf, 
boat launch, parking lot and Voyageurs Pathway). 

38. Redevelop the clubhouse and review its architecture 
so that in addition to the functions reserved for marina 
users, it also incorporates services accessible to the 
public, providing a space where the public can relax, 
have fun and grab a bite to eat.

39. Relocate the new clubhouse away from the shoreline 
to better incorporate it into the park’s functions and to 
allow pedestrians to walk along the shores. 

40. Consult the various stakeholders to examine the possi-
bility of relocating the boat launch to reduce conflicts 
between boat launching manoeuvres and public use of 
the shoreline (riverside corridor and recreational path-
way, enhanced public space around the Hull wharf).

41. Offer activities and services on the Hull wharf that are 
compatible with boating tour operations (restaurants, 
terrace, etc.).

42. Support initiatives to reduce noise and vibrations from 
Gatineau-bound traffic on the Alexandra Bridge, which 
is detrimental to the Hull wharf’s recreational develop-
ment and to the marina’s use as a port of call for visitors 
to the Capital.

43. Support the Hull Marina’s establishment as a port of 
call for visitors from outside the region.

44. Evaluate the possibility of establishing a boat washing 
station to prevent the spread of invasive species and 
contribute to the river’s water quality.

45. Provide parking spaces spread out over one or more 
locations to meet the operational needs of the Hull Ma-
rina and wharf activity hub in terms of proximity, and 
adapt to the park’s desired redevelopment.

46. Study the financial feasibility of developing under-
ground parking for Jacques-Cartier South.
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4.4 Canadian Museum of History grounds

deSCription – baCkground – iSSueS

The Canadian Museum of History is a major Capital attraction welcoming over 
one million visitors every year. It is a major attraction in the city of Gatineau. The 
site is located along Confederation Boulevard and is well connected to the Cap-
ital Core Area by various transportation networks. The Museum grounds face 
Parliament Hill. They are an integral part of the core area of the river, and visitors 
can enjoy the Capital’s defining landscape features from the riverfront pathway 
that runs through the grounds. These features include the National Gallery of 
Canada and Château Laurier, as well as the entrance to the Rideau Canal locks 
and Nepean Point. 

The Museum grounds are also highly visible from the Ottawa shore and from the 
Alexandra Bridge walkway. They are part of the image of the Outaouais. The site 
was developed in collaboration with the Museum architect to create a building 
made of forms that are just as natural as the natural environment from which the 
building emerges.

(“Our buildings must be part of nature, must flow out of the land; the landscape must weave in 

and out of them so that, even in the harshness of winter, we are not deprived of our closeness 

with nature.” —Douglas Cardinal, CMH architect-designer)

The grounds consist of a narrow strip of land that forms a natural amphitheatre 
facing the river. There is now greater demand for activities on the Museum 
grounds, which affects the quality of the landscaping and the riverside recre-
ational pathway, which has to be closed.

The site also has an ossuary, discovered in 1848, located on the boundary 
between the Museum grounds and the Kruger plant’s rear parking lot. It is also 
presumed to be one end of a portage route around Chaudière Falls.

theme

The site is one of the main attractions to Gatineau. It will liven up the Core Area by providing a gathering place that will 
maintain public access to the riverfront, where people can view the Capital’s most defining symbols. 

The site’s original architectural intent will be preserved. Through improvements to and uses of the premises, the site will 
be treated in a dignified manner to reflect the significance of the Capital Core Area’s icons and to showcase the sense of 
place, which features an Indigenous presence and historical elements.

Themes Key

Fe a t u r e s

• Capital landscape • Capital landmarks

• Gateway

• Well manicured landscaping and improvements

• Riverfront connections and loop

• Visible landscape

• Site of significance



detailed development poliCy StatementS 

preServe anD enhance

SCeniC viewS

1. Preserve the site’s importance as the ideal lookout 
point onto the Capital’s features.

2. Develop the sites offering the most spectacular look-
outs onto Parliament Hill and other Capital landmarks.

3. Preserve public access to the grounds’ northern sec-
tion visible from Ottawa.

4. Preserve the foreground in the vista clearing between 
the two Museum buildings looking toward the Parlia-
ment buildings.

5. Maintain and improve the site’s natural landscaping 
underlying the Museum’s development concept, as 
seen from the Ottawa shore and the Alexandra Bridge.

heritage

6. Consider the area surrounding the Digester Tower, 
the former Hull Landing and the known remains as a 
historical and archaeological complex of interest to be 
protected and showcased.

7. Define the event site boundaries so as to respect the 
sanctity of a possible nearby ossuary.

8. Through their use and development, acknowledge and 
recognize the symbolic significance of this site’s role for 
the Anishinabe (settlement place, burial grounds).

9. Conduct an opportunity cost study to identify possible 
functions and uses for Digester Tower. 

10. Showcase Digester Tower by integrating it into the 
development of the Museum’s event site and into the 
transformation of the adjacent parking lot.

11. Explore architectural lighting options to showcase 
Digester Tower.

natural SpaCe

12. Enhance the creek’s role in the landscaping. 

13. Take measures to prevent shoreline erosion. 

14. Add greenery to the riparian strip to combat erosion. 

Develop anD improve

aCtivity area 
15. Define the boundaries of the regular event area so as 

to maintain public access to the riverfront and avoid 
closing Voyageurs Pathway.

16. Maintain a riverside pathway located outside the regu-
lar event area. 

17. Provide walkways or secondary pathways where 

people can stop, linger or chat without blocking the 
recreational pathway.

18. Support a contemplative experience.

19. Allow for Level 2 activities (see appendix 2) that respect 
the site’s aesthetics and prestige and that are consis-
tent with the Museum’s mandate.

20. Develop the event area so that it can be reintegrated 
back into the public space when there are no events 
taking place.

21. Authorize public events that require the pathway and 
riverfront area to be closed if the event takes place on 
the water or depends on the river or the open panora-
ma (visual field, interaction with the waterway).

22. Limit the number of activities that require the pathway 
and riverfront area to be closed.

23. Allow for the development of permanent and tempo-
rary infrastructures that facilitate public activities that 
do not adversely affect the quality of the site’s land-
scape or the architectural quality of the Museum. 

24. Provide a winter experience on the riverfront pathway 
and direct users to possible warming points.

ConneCtivity

25. Explore the option of implementing a new public place 
covering the loading dock area at the street level and 
providing an inviting landmark connection between 
Confederation Boulevard, the river and the Alexandra 
Bridge walkway.

26. Facilitate access and provide clear signage directing 
traffic towards the river from neighbouring sites, Lauri-
er Street and the Alexandra Bridge.

27. Preserve the pathway on the Victoria Street extension 
as the main recreational access route to the river from 
downtown in the section between Jacques-Cartier Park 
and the Portage Bridge.

28. Maintain facilities that link the Museum site to other 
sites by a water shuttle.

29. Maintain a vegetation screen along the Victoria Street 
extension access route so as to conceal the plant’s 
manoeuvring area.

30. Allow land use that won’t generate greater vehicle flow 
through Jacques-Cartier Park then the level that was 
intended by the easement given to serve the Museum 
loading dock. 

31. Explore the option of installing a parking lot in the op-
erational space of the Museum’s loading area, insofar 
as:

 � The parking lot is accessed from Laurier Street;
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 � The access is designed in accordance with the char-
acter of Confederation Boulevard.

 � The parking lot is covered with a surface that is de-
veloped as a public plaza

32. Conceal the operational space near the bridge with 
appropriate landscaping improvements.
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4.5 Area around Kruger plant

deSCription – baCkground – iSSueS

The area around the Kruger plant is a narrow, 650-m long riverfront corridor 
linking the Museum area to the Portage Bridge. It has a recreational pathway. It 
is a high-traffic segment with few stopping points off the pathway. 

This corridor has a spectacular view of the river, Parliament Hill and the Judicial 
Precinct. The current uses of these riverfront lands create a break between the 
river and the urban fabric. There is no direct river access from Confederation 
Boulevard between Victoria Street and the Portage Bridge. The riverfront lands 
have several parking spaces. The Kruger plant is in operation and could continue 
to be so for many years to come.

The shoreline vegetation is of poor quality and predominantly invasive. River 
currents and changing water levels erode the shoreline and affect existing infra-
structures. The strong river current also limits opportunities for contact with the 
water. The plant’s east parking lot, which is also adjacent to the Museum’s event 
area, has high archaeological potential. 

theme

Increasing the public areas along the riverfront corridor surrounding the Kru-
ger plant would contribute to the river’s natural landscape and would increase 
access to the river. The parking lot located on the south side of the Kruger plant, 
between Laurier Street and the riverfront corridor could potentially be rede-
veloped as public parks. If this is done, the design would also provide areas for 
users to stop and enjoy the river and the Capital scenery. The small size of the 
spaces will be better suited for quiet relaxation areas.

The industrial facilities could be maintained for as long as they are in operation. 
In the long term, the Kruger plant site is destined to become a Capital park, 
hosting large-scale festivities and taking advantage of its prime location directly 

connected with Parliament Hill and the vibrant sectors of downtown Gatineau. 

Themes Key

Fe a t u r e s

• River loop

• Contemplation

• Proximity to the river

• Visible landscape



detailed development poliCy StatementS 

preServe anD enhance

natural SpaCeS

1. Manage invasive species by carefully maintaining 
proper vegetation cover.

2.  Repair structures to help strengthen the shoreline and 
secure existing infrastructures (pathways, lighting).

3. Stabilize the shoreline and take preventive measures 
for existing recreational infrastructures.

arChaeologiCal potential

4. Protect and showcase the area around Digester Tower 
forming part of the industrial heritage.

5. Explain the industrial presence and its role in the re-
gion’s economy as well as its connection to the river, for 
example, by developing an educational and industrial 
interpretation pathway around the Kruger plant.

6. Develop a site to commemorate the use of the sector’s 
lands by Indigenous peoples and reflecting the sacred 
dimension of the burial grounds. 

7. Investigate the area near Digester Tower, which is the 
land where the ossuary was discovered in 1848. 

8. If burial grounds are found, the development and use 
of these lands must respect the burial grounds.

Develop anD improve

publiC SpaCe 
9. Improve river access and connections with the urban 

fabric and other riverfront parks. 

10. Create a connection between the new park south of 
the plant and Place Aubry in Gatineau downtown, via 
Courcellette Street and the Place du Portage outdoor 
terrace.

11. Expand, where  possible, the width of the public river-
front area by converting the parking lots into parks.

12. Allow for relaxation activities. 

13. Capitalize on the elevation of the lands south of the 
plant to create lookout points and relaxation areas on 
high ground.

14. Once the public riverfront area is widened, move the 
pathway away from the shoreline and create relaxation 
areas along the river so users can enjoy the panorama 
without blocking the pathway.

15. Create an area away from the pathway where users can 
interact with the water, near the bay formed by Scott 
Point.

16. Provide a winter experience on the riverfront corridor.

the landSCape

17. Adapt the site design to highlight scenic views of 
national symbols from the riverfront area and Laurier 
Street.

18. Choose the vegetation and where to plant it to pre-
serve or enhance future scenic views of Parliament 
Hill, including the visual corridors toward Parliament 
Hill located on the Hôtel-de-Ville and Victoria street 
alignments. 

19. Enhance the visual quality of the plant buildings and 
landscaping treatments that can be seen from the 
Ottawa shore.

20. Change the lighting on the plant site to highlight the 
surrounding features of the Capital.
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4.6 Scott Point and Portage Park

deSCription – baCkground – iSSueS

Scott Point and Portage Park form a green space directly east of the Portage 
Bridge. Portage Park is a flat scenic area set slightly back from the river. It is a 
small site where Voyageurs Pathway and the Portage Bridge pathway meet. The 
vegetation in Portage Park blocks the view of the river. However, the vegetation 
in this sector enhances the natural landscape that can be seen from the Portage 
Bridge and the Ottawa shore.

Scott Point is a rocky point overlooking the Ottawa River across from Parliament 
Hill but it is not accessible to the public. It is mostly covered with dense vege-
tation, except on the point that juts out into the river, which is mostly cleared. 
The point’s topography makes it difficult to access. Portage Park and Scott Point 
are separated by the abandoned service road linking the Kruger plant to Eddy 
Street. 

Now filled, the Wright timber slide, used by 19th century log drivers to bypass 
Chaudière Falls, passed through this area. The mouth of the timber slide was in 
an area that is now a small wetland bay.

theme 

This sector will become fully integrated into the riverfront corridor and will 
contribute to the Capital’s defining landscape. Scott Point will be a new public 
site conducive to relaxation where visitors can enjoy panoramic views of the 
river and Parliament Hill. This scenic site will serve as a junction in the Capital 
Core Area riverfront experience by linking Scott Point, the future park south of 
the Kruger plant, the Confederation Boulevard walkway and the Zibi neighbour-
hood riverfront area.

Themes Key

Fe a t u r e s

• River loop

• Junction

• Proximity to the river

• Promontory and scenic views

• Visible landscape



detailed development poliCy StatementS 

preServe anD enhance

natural SpaCe

1. Preserve the vegetation cover that can be seen from 
the Portage Bridge and the Ottawa shore.

2. Preserve the wetland located in the bay.

SCeniC viewS

3. Adapt existing vegetation to restore the visual cone 
through which Parliament Hill can be seen from Laurier 
Street, west of the Portage Bridge, without affecting 
the visible landscape.

4. Highlight scenic views of the river and Capital land-
marks from Scott Point.

5. Provide equipment to promote the site’s use for relax-
ation purposes.

6. Develop a lookout on Scott Point.

heritage

7. Showcase and explain the function of the Wright tim-
ber slide.

Develop anD improve

ConneCtivity

8. Develop Portage Park so that it marks the Confedera-
tion Boulevard gateway and hub. 

9.  Provide links between the area’s different sections and 
the urban fabric.

10. Convert the abandoned service road into a public 
space and provide a link between Portage Park, Scott 
Point, the new Kruger park and Confederation Boule-
vard.

11.  Provide effective signage for users at the intersection 
of the various pathways linking the hub near the Por-
tage Bridge. 

12. Further the riverside pathway experience by creating 
a new link between Voyageurs Pathway and the future 
riverside pathway west of the Portage Bridge.

13. Green the service road as much as possible.
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4.7 Riverfront lands near the Zibi neighbourhood 

deSCription – baCkground – iSSueS

The land south of Laurier Street between the Portage and Chaudière bridges is 
private property, with the exception of a strip of shoreline of varying widths that 
is federal property. It is across from the island sector and adjacent to Chaudière 
Falls. The shoreline between these two bridges is not currently accessible to the 
public. Over the next few years, the private land will be developed to become a 
mixed-use urban sector that will include a public plaza on the Laval Street exten-
sion. A large influx of people is expected on the riverfront due to the concentra-
tion of residents in the adjacent sector. 

This sector consists of a series of plateaus and a very steep shoreline. It is located 
immediately downstream from Chaudière Falls and the current is very strong. 
The intermediate plateau provides a link to Eddy Street. Another plateau on 
lower ground, near the Chaudière Bridge, sits in the flood plain. Because of the 
strong currents and changing water levels, the riverbank had to be reinforced, 
but these reinforcements contrast with the scenic landscape of the rest of the 
river basin.

theme

The riverfront lands near the Zibi sector will be accessible to the public. They will 
extend the waterfront experience beyond the Chaudière Bridge and give users 
the opportunity to appreciate the strong river currents and falls.

The riverfront corridor will be a point of contact between the river and the 
vibrant Zibi neighbourhood, which will become a popular pedestrian corridor. 
This corridor could also occasionally serve as a public plaza and an extension to 
the urban neighbourhood’s festivities. 

Themes Key

Fe a t u r e s

• Contact with the force of nature • Mixed-use urban development

• Strong current, falls

• Visible industrial past



detailed development poliCy StatementS 

preServe anD enhance

1. Preserve the scenic views of Parliament Hill and 
Chaudière Falls from the shoreline under the Portage 
Bridge.

2. Maintain the riverbank reinforcements.

3. Introduce shoreline vegetation while also maintaining 
riverbank reinforcement structures.

Develop anD improve

ConneCtivity

4. Ensure the continuity of the network of multipurpose 
riverfront pathways by creating a link to the southern 
end of Hull Island between the Portage Bridge and 
Portageurs Park in a multipurpose corridor.

5. Provide links to the network of riverfront pathways at 
both ends.

6. Develop a multipurpose riverfront pathway between 
the Portage Bridge and Portageurs Park that will show-
case the Devil’s Hole area.

7. Establish a link between the riverfront corridor and the 
Laval Street public plaza.

8. Explore the opportunities offered by the artificial 
shoreline to create a riverfront walkway with an urban 
feel that connects well with the Laval Street public 
plaza. 

aCtivitieS

9. Allow access to the lower plateau and provide space 
for relaxation activities.

10. Develop a natural park with pathways and areas for 
quiet reflection on the lower plateau.

11. In the corridor, create spaces where users can relax 
and enjoy scenic views of the river.

12. In the corridor located on higher ground, allow for the 
expansion of activities taking place mainly on the Laval 
Street plaza, without hindering free movement on 
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructures.

13. Ensure a peaceful coexistence among users by provid-
ing enough space for cyclists and pedestrians as well 
as relaxation areas.

14. Develop an infrastructure that provides enough space 
for pedestrians, away from the multipurpose pathway.

15. Ensure that developments and surfaces will be able 
to withstand the anticipated concentration of users 
coming from the adjacent neighbourhood.

viSual quality

16. Develop the corridor based on the quality of the land-
scaping seen from Chaudières Island.

17. Develop a sense of place based on the industrial rem-
nants and natural features of the area.

18. Use the industrial elements as a source of inspiration to 
create the walkway’s design.

19. Incorporate natural features that will maintain a natural 
landscape as seen from the Chaudière Bridge and the 
Ottawa shore.

20. On the lower plateau, ensure that improvements are 
compatible with a plain that is repeatedly flooded and 
exposed to strong currents. 
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Area Themes Key

Fe a t u r e s

4.8 Mouth of Brewery Creek

deSCription – baCkground – iSSueS

This sector consists of the land bordering Alexandre-Taché Boulevard where 
it crosses Brewery Creek and meets Montcalm Street. Portageurs Park, Mont-
calm-Taché Park and the Wright-Scott House form an area of lush greenery at 
a point where the Capital’s defining elements can begin to be seen. Although 
the waterways are close by, they are still difficult to see. This sector is where a 
number of network pathways intersect, linking the islands, Voyageurs Pathway, 
Brewery Creek and the central waterfront corridor. 

Portageurs Park, in particular, sees a great deal of daytime traffic from the near-
by Terrasses de la Chaudière government office complex and because it provides 
the only downtown river access west of the Portage Bridge. However, its layout 
and the presence of an unused railway track isolate it from the urban fabric. The 
Wright-Scott House is not currently accessible to the public and is isolated from 
the hub of activity along Brewery Creek and Montcalm Street. Montcalm-Taché 
Park is a scenic area that was hit hard by the emerald ash borer, losing nearly 
60% of its forest cover and, as a result, its appeal.

theme 

These lands mark a gateway to the Capital Core Area and will be safe, inviting 
places for users to enjoy the waterways. The sector will continue to be a more 
accessible downtown oasis of greenery. The sector will reflect its importance as a 
crossroads and a point of passage in multiple senses (portage, Capital entrance, 
wildlife crossing, etc.). It will be a transition zone between the Voyageurs corri-
dor and downtown.

• Mouth of Brewery Creek

• Upstream view of the river 

• Pathway network crossroads

• Hydroelectric facilities

• Landscape

• First Capital landmarks and indi-
cators (Terrasses de la Chaudière)

• Link between nature and the city 

• Entrance to the Capital

Portageurs Park

Brewery Creek 
(Alexandre-Taché boulevard)



detailed development poliCy StatementS 

preServe anD enhance

natural SpaCeS

1. Preserve the natural habitat and species at risk near the 
bay west of Portageurs Park.

2. Study the feasibility of expanding the wetlands in the 
adjacent bay from the west end of the park.

3. Add layers of vegetation in the riparian strip to enhance 
the shoreline habitat while maintaining a view of the 
river. 

4. Encourage the installation of a fishway in the creek.

publiC art

5. Highlight existing works of public art.

6. Relocate the art works placed in Portageurs Park to 
increase their visibility and attract greater interest in 
them.

Develop anD improve

entranCe to the Capital 
7. Make the entrance to the Capital Core Area stand out 

through quality improvements, vistas and abundant 
vegetation lining the streets.

8. Highlight the mouth of Brewery Creek. 

9. Thin out the vegetation cover along Alexandre-Taché 
Boulevard so the river and creek can be seen.

10. Maintain a relaxation area around the mouth of the 
creek.

wright-SCott houSe

11. Preserve the Wright-Scott House and develop a conser-
vation plan. 

12. Showcase this heritage building by making the build-
ing and the land around it accessible to the public. 

13. Develop a compatible cultural, commercial or touristic 
function for the house that also fits in with the cultural 
sector of Montcalm Street.

14. Further capitalize on the Wright-Scott House’s poten-
tial by gradually eliminating the residential function.

15. Provide public access to the site and the house, regard-
less of the activities. 

16. Facilitate access between the Wright-Scott House and 
Montcalm Street by adding a pedestrian link that pass-
es through the island where the theatre is located.

CroSSroadS and linkS

17. Facilitate river access from the surrounding urban 
space by reducing the number of physical obstacles.

18. Support the area’s role as a Capital Core Area cross-
roads and improve the quality of the links between 
sites.

19. Ensure the continuity of the riverside network by 
completing the link between Portageurs Park, the falls 
sector and Eddy Street.

20. Enhance the Voyageurs Pathway link at the intersec-
tion of Montcalm Street and Alexandre-Taché Boule-
vard to make the park more visible and welcoming.

21. Redevelop the Portageurs Park entrance by integrating 
the public spaces adjacent to the Zibi neighbourhood 
and make sure they are interconnected. 

22. Create a new link from the west side of Portageurs Park 
to the Wright-Scott House to increase the park’s acces-
sibility from the urban fabric.

23. While keeping the railway right-of-way east of Hanson 
Street free of any construction, integrate the corridor 
into the park space to increase the park’s permeability 
and access to the river.

role of the SiteS

24. Ensure that the main role of Portageurs Park and Mont-
calm-Taché Park continues to be to provide relaxation 
areas and scenic green space.

25. In Portageurs Park, maintain a cleared area that can 
occasionally host Level 1 activities.

26. Preserve the urban parks’ natural character to provide 
an escape from the urban ambiance.

27. Retain sufficient vegetation to continue to define Porta-
geurs Park boundaries, distinguishing it from adjacent 
urban neighbourhoods. 

28. Support daily use of the park with appropriate minor 
facilities. 

29. Redevelop Montcalm-Taché Park following the felling 
of numerous ash trees.
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4.9

Enhance the natural environmentShowcase the symbolism of the CapitalOffer a wide range of experiences Provide access to the river 

bReweRy cReek (montcalm stReet section)
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4.9 Brewery Creek (Montcalm Street section)

deSCription – baCkground – iSSueS

The land running between Brewery Creek and Montcalm Street forms a narrow 
strip of green space. The land is elevated about 3 metres above the creek’s water 
level. Users can get down to creek level by way of a path that has reached the 
end of its useful life. The creek is a potential passageway for various fish species 
that migrate upstream of the Chaudière Falls dam.

The land runs adjacent to the urban sector in redevelopment surrounding 
Montcalm Street and also encompasses the Théâtre de l’ïle and La Place de la 
Francophonie (Francophonie Plaza). It is a burgeoning cultural sector that has a 
prominent place in City of Gatineau planning. The sector’s industrial past, which 
is part of the region’s history, poses certain challenges, particularly in terms of 
soil contamination, which continues to hinder land redevelopment efforts.

theme 

The waterfront land will contribute to the emergence of this cultural sector with 
regional influence and will help unite the urban sector and Brewery Creek. This 
space will offer developed public places that can accommodate lively events and 
cultural facilities as well as businesses contributing to this ambiance. The site 
design will remain open for the most part and will offer a recreational experience 
in both summer and winter. 

Themes Key

Fe a t u r e s

• Cultural expression • Adjacent cultural neighbourhood

• History (origins) of the sector



detailed development poliCy StatementS

preServe anD enhance

natural SpaCeS

1. Raise public awareness about the geography of Hull 
Island and the creek’s role in the migration of various 
fish species.

2. If a site development design recommends it, contrib-
ute to a collective effort to naturalize the banks of the 
creek.

Develop anD improve

3. Retain an open, developed space covering at least half 
of the land.

4. Ensure that developments liven up both the urban 
interface and the creek interface.

5. Make the site a public plaza that combines the vegeta-
tion with its urban character. 

6. Host Level 2 activities that respect the limited extent of 
the open space.

7. Welcome building construction that will accommodate 
regional cultural functions.

8. In the current parking lot north of Wright Street, allow 
the construction of buildings that will accommodate 
functions open to the public in support of the riverfront 
park and creekside activities. These buildings should 
include restaurants and tourist businesses that com-
plement the surrounding sector.

9. Provide user amenities in these permanent facilities 
(dressing room, washrooms, snack bar).

10. Provide opportunities for activities on the water and, 
where possible, provide corresponding facilities that 
discreetly fit into the site design. 

11. Provide water-level access to the creek and appropriate 
infrastructure for the desired activities. 

12. Decontaminate the land so it can be used to its full 
potential and contribute to the cultural vitality of the 
Montcalm and Foundry sector.

13. When developing the lands, treat them as a gateway to 
the Capital from the end of Highway 50.

14. Support efforts to keep the creek’s water level high 
enough to maintain it as a passage for wildlife.
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Enhance the natural environmentShowcase the symbolism of the CapitalOffer a wide range of experiences Provide access to the river 

4.10

bReweRy cReek (noRth of hull island)
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4.10 Brewery Creek (north of Hull Island)

deSCription – baCkground – iSSueS

The land around Brewery Creek to the north of Hull Island is a highly valuable 
natural habitat that is home to a number of plant and animal species, some of 
which are at risk. The sector is at the southern boundary of Leamy Lake Park’s 
precious natural habitat. It is a veritable wealth of natural resources in an urban 
setting. 

Both shores consist essentially of woods and wetlands. The area is fragmented 
by road infrastructure. The creek is what connects these natural riverside envi-
ronments. Brewery Creek is a potential migration route around Chaudière Falls 
for different fish species, including the American eel and the lake sturgeon. 

This sector is the only segment of the creek that does not have a pathway that 
can be used to access the creek or to complete the recreational corridor around 
Hull Island. 

theme 

This sector is a place where nature can be observed and enjoyed in the city, with-
out compromising its preservation. Developments will be kept to a minimum. 
Users will be able to explore this natural corridor, which extends all the way to 
Montcalm Street, without disturbing any species or existing natural habitats. 
Allowing access to this sector will make it possible to complete the recreational 
corridor around Hull Island.

Themes Key

Fe a t u r e s

• Connectivity with urban nature and exploration • Scenic views of the Ottawa River and Rideau Falls

• Wooded shoreline

• Natural environment



detailed development poliCy StatementS 

preServe anD enhance

1. Protect plant and animal species, some of which are at 
risk, as well as their habitat.

2. Preserve the wetlands by creating restricted access 
areas.

3. Support efforts to improve natural bird life habitat.

Develop anD improve

4. Allow wildlife observation and nature interpretation as 
the main recreational activities.

5. Complete the missing link in the recreational pathways 
network offering a corridor to discover natural fea-
tures, learn about Hull Island and appreciate the role it 
plays for natural species.

6. Link this new pathway to existing pathways (Ruis-
seau-de-la-Brasserie Pathway and Voyageurs Path-
way).

7. Develop spaces where users can stop and enjoy their 
surroundings (for example, leave the riverside plain 
north of the creek (near Fournier Blvd.)).

8. Limit developments that could lead to shoreline ero-
sion or natural habitat deterioration. 
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5 (Section to be completed)

5.1 Implementation tools

5.1.1 reCommendation for nilm (national intereSt 
land maSS)

5.1.2 guide for event Site uSeS 

5.1.3 partnerShipS

• Establish partnerships for the conservation of urban 
biodiversity and the restoration of shorelines, woodlands 
and natural, riparian and aquatic environments.

• Involve organisations in the implementation of the plan 
(Canadian Heritage, City of Gatineau, Environnement 
Québec, Hydro-Québec, Hydro-Ottawa)

• Call upon community partners to demonstrate and pro-
mote good shoreline management through the applica-
tion of management techniques and public education.

5.2 Prioritizing investments

5.3 Plan administration

5.3.1 CongruenCe with other planS in forCe

5.3.2 federal approvalS

5.3.3 amending and updating the plan

Conclusion



Appendix 1 – Stepping Stone Principle

Stepping Stone CorridorS and landSCape ConneCtivity

An ecological network is a set of interconnected physical 
and biological elements through which flow exchanges 
occur. Ecological networks aim to facilitate the movement 
of species between favourable habitats spread out over 
their distribution range. Every species, if not every popula-
tion, has different dispersal abilities. Three types of spaces 
are recognized as vital to the survival of animal populations: 
core areas (also called reservoirs or biodiversity cores), 
development areas and linkage areas.

The function of core areas is to conserve biodiversity cores 
by providing the optimal quantity and quality of environ-
mental spaces and species (sources of biodiversity). In 
these areas, biodiversity is richest and best represented, 
and the conditions vital to its maintenance and functioning 
are met (a species can complete its entire life cycle in these 
areas: feeding, reproduction, resting, etc.). 

The function of linkage areas is to provide a biological corri-
dor or passageway that limits the fragmentation of natural 
habitats. They are functional linkages between ecosystems 
or between different habitats of a species, enabling it to 
disperse and migrate. Their structure is often classified 
into three types: linear structure (hedgerows, roadsides, 
shorelines, waterways, etc.), “stepping stone” structure 
consisting of linking elements or refuge islands (ponds, 
tree groves, etc.) and landscape matrix. 

The function of development areas is to provide additional 
protection, extension or restoration in a way that is compat-
ible with human activity, protecting node areas and corri-
dors from potentially harmful outside influences. 

Landscape connectivity refers to the effective and function-
al connection necessary for the functioning, stability and 
resilience of ecosystems over the long term. There are two 
types of landscape connectivity:

1. Spatial connectivity (structural, physical), where two 
patches of the same type are adjacent, attached, in 
space; and

2. Functional connectivity, which connects or reconnects 
ecological landscapes, whether physically linked or not 
(natural or semi-natural habitats, buffer zones, bio-
logical corridors). It links them to each other, from the 
point of view of an individual, a species, a population 
or a combination of these bodies, for all or part of their 
stage of development, at a given point in time or for a 
given period. When this continuity is not physical, it is 
sometime referred to as a “stepping stone corridor.”

Connectivity takes on different meanings depending on the 
species and population being studied, but also depending 
on the “grain” and “extent” of the landscape under consid-
eration and depending on the environment (freshwater or 
seawater atmosphere, soils and different ecosystems).

Thus, two environments may be connected for one species 
and disconnected for another.

For sufficiently mobile species (or species capable of dis-
persing their propagules), environments may be physically 
disjointed but functionally interconnected by “fordings” or 
“stepping stones,” or by intangible biological corridors that 
can be used by a given species.

An ecological landscape barrier may be invisible to our eyes 
(an odour barrier marking a territory, a pesticide barrier for 
invertebrates, light pollution for nocturnal species, etc.). An 
ecologically disconnected landscape feature (open space 
between two woods) by day for an agoraphobic species 
may be considered functionally connected by night for 
this same species if it does not fear open environments in 
the dark. (For many animals, the vast majority of their local 
movements as well as major migrations take place at night.)

Appendices
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Appendix 2 – Activity intensity levels

Level 1 – Event hosting less than 1 000 people (1 500 m² of 
surface area)

Level 2 – Event hosting between 1 000 and 12 000 people 
(1 500 m² to 18 000 m² of surface area)

Level 3 – Event hosting more than 12 000 people (over 18 
000 m² of surface area)




